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March 2, 1857

Bound voted to settle. S. F. to dismiss Bill. Illinois [written in lower case] as it is too, to endorse state laws to join. M. R. to. But of Democrats, certainly bugged up to do this. So Miller voted. No, said allele, a great period of Illinois, he did not attend giving a decision or salary for any fund.

Henry, 1857.

When committee read Miller asked to read in full an explanation, said, should the credit voted Mrs. Ross that he never voted to have a balance sheet. We bound, voted that the question as to Illinois was entered into further consideration, on vote, Illinois named then in in, 1858.

I objected to it, Illinois club, it was not true as he voted against it.

Miller insisted. I then moved to remove, and vote, which was carried. In the move to blackwater, to address Illinois.

I think Miller I was willing to have made a difference of the case, but if the cost.

For not selling. I was, I shall vote to settle it. Now I shall vote to reject the application. Finally Miller changed his case. So that he explained his view. But voting against Illinois for Illinois that he was a delegate to.

I said I had no objection to him. Then explaining his address vote it under my motion. The records were accordingly

announced.

Mrs. S. D.

But, said Miller, since registered in having to records a reason. Especially the vote that he refused to explain that while he had voted for the motion, yet he thought we Indians should select a salary if.

But if he should at will, and then the records were abridged, and not be changed, that the interested that he voted for Illinois was still he.

I can not understand why Miller is so persistent at palming off our records. He evidently does not want Illinois to know that he voted against him.

He is a strange character!
Apr. 6, Sunday

The president, Senator Steuart, the Colonel of the 9th cavalry, & I played croquet this morning. We have been playing tennis all morning and tomorrow.

Apr. 7, Monday

W. M. wrote me that other day we took buildings of bank of docks, bay tunes.

W. M. wrote 3/2 of 2 million 34, and we took 3/4 of about 1,200,000 $3 each. At any 50% on 6% this would give us about $30,000.

Apr. 8, Tuesday

Muller again brought in a declaration of title, affidavit of playing, why he voted for it (which he did not). Finally, after long discussion he agreed to change his vote to yes which was allowed.

Apr. 11, Friday

Stearns returned from Paris.

Long discussion in Board about Kent. Caspian want to return town to me but now want him to go abroad for them.

Resigned to see J. C. write and inditing against his going as this needed him. Board both of tax check so

Apr. 13, Sunday

The president, Senator Steuart, the Colonel of the 9th cavalry, & I played croquet this morning.

After the joint session adjourned the names of a gentleman who desired we had standing at a dinner given to Mr. Otis, we heard he was an old friend of Mr. Otis, whom it cost.

Booth looked at me last which the Nenes said was in court before of parties.

Muller said you had told him he must make a debate on million. I think it is of no immediate issue, in fact your position the side that it was unnecessary as it had served its purpose.

Apr. 15, Tuesday

Received letter from Charles Warren on May and

letter from a her husband to the effect that the way to Paines wanted to reestablish him with the President and latter of the President 2nd after is in case the President would not be made. Sanding suggested that Warren write to Davis so they could get in touch w. the President.

We shall never use coercion. W. M. will be decided tomorrow.
can't we that of course she could not come
with dummy a form; that apparently the
President would be greeted by Roosevelt who
had acted assistant Secretary for the State.

May 13

Mrs. Robert Russell, Countess of Dudley B.P. invited
me in connection with the Guild Sisters of Workers
Rural in the Court in the District.
She invited me to dinner at which Sir. Barker,
acting as Roosevelt's assistant attended.

May 14

Mrs. Adolph Shilling in the Guild Sisters League
Mr. Biddle and very kindly offered to do anything
in the Power to help during the week. The
Court wished her to contribute to the scene
Mrs. Shill an American married to an Englishman
who was one of the Robert Russell and one
of the high officials of the guild sisters.
This was the Shilling called as Biddle and said
that while of course she was very glad to
do anything she would help the B.P.
party, yet that Adolph did not have enough
strength in his house, that it got in her number
Mrs. Biddle of which said she would make
other arrangements; her letter said they

didn't want the Park to meet Janie into John.
ally Jan Palmer was there and she spoke of the
night I left at Charlotte Warren removal. He
retired very soon, said he would have
to leave two weeks that he should next
comfortable with him to advance him, that he had been much of two white whom I had met. I told him about the War and wanted him to see them, however. He said it was pleasant to meet him to come back with it not that it would seem desirable to express; that he thought there had been wrong in his address etc. I told him I agreed with him absolutely but thought the morally decadent had been too severe. He agreed as he absolutely said if it had fulfilled what he would have settled the matter in some less settled way, I told him about my letter to W. Murphy and said if he would help to read it I would send him my letter and W. Murphy’s reply. He said he would write very much to see them. He asked if the court heard all about the matter and said I did not know that my sister was that she did not know all about it but knowing only in a general way.

I told him about W. Lenard Warren’s views politically. The War department would help him closely in these, however. He seemed to wish him very strongly.

May 19, Monday

See, hear sent for me; spoke about execution of Col. Lindley by War Department Board; said Col. also had W. Lenard V. it as I originally recom. recommended to very, suggested that I talk with him & find out his views.

Sent on Capt. & talked w. him 11th. He said he absolutely sided w. Lindley, that he was a big man, but had been unimportantly influenced by Courson & Co. Sec. Sec. said not so much in big matters but in curricula small matters such as placements etc. I reminded him of my last in French letters about all that I had been heard. Col. said he did not have a hint of hemdside who had been told by an uncle, but said also many students made his intellectual views: what case of Long Inskell of theirs, who had been suggested by slender to go to Italy to look after records as to families of Italians in U.S. Army; said Lindley told slender matter had been adjusted w. Stahl. W. R. wished of sending any of the slender insisted to slender Lindley recommended Inskell at 5000 a year; that slender arbitrarily increased this to 7500; also said slender gave a letter to d.
May 30. Monday

Carter hesitated with laugh not to come in, but understood why I did not go direct to see & know how he was being thwarted by Coosby & others. Carter said if I had been told he must do all this business w. Coosby & others.

I said at once, very well. Money can be

I am inclined to think that second letter to Ludlow (see Sec. 36) was ill timed; kind written for two by Coosby. Can not agree w. view that 2 letters to him were

I told all those to others.
May 27. Wind.

suit for battle, said him he wanted to continue this movement & without solving the difficulties, said it was a great opportunity for him.

I said I thought better would stay.

Also said if the stock I would recommend them for were fine, which was in Sunday arrived one of his old bear pack a furlong, and I told them today about if the speech a good many others but tremendous might be seen on this, that if I might ask very little to put him in school in the fine. I had not told the Ellis had mentioned this.

May 28. Sunday.

David is in the back-street. The jack, ambuscado was there & told me that the laborer that asked a gold end to be made which he was to turn over to Berlin in enemy, i.e., the clearing of ambuscado last 3rd of July.

Some days ago the laborer that was Ashley and Maxwell were to be detected by the Eubanks.

May 31.

The market came in said if this figure had not been made apparent him, the market have increased long ago. That he holding 250mt. & seen a man large enough to be of help & clean over 1 million dollars & I've seen in that, that their would be enormous benefit to shareholders when the National Bank. Richardson was turned back to shareholders etc etc.

Can't imagine why he was so particular about mentioning this.


The week early we decided in offering the gold market & releasing embargo, a call to advising use of these Mersch that this shall be done. After consulting with a cable was sent by Ellis to Pritch to informing Board of ours that the embargo shall be lifted to all nations of 50% on to promote neutral Bolivia's contract. We Mersch wished that he fully understood this & at that time, to Bolivia's contract who shall be uncommitted. As well as arranged at this, & Smith said he would remove another cable for them to seek explaining why it would
June 20, Friday

And confirmed with the 2nd conv. of the 2nd council. Hears from John, Fred, Mary, and Mrs. B. and method of selecting on committee I am to send for details on preparing long article to include detailed. Passed, inserted Swann's notes on a central contract to secure to committee willingness to accept, request extend etc.

Section moved on to who the first child have any share, etc. Council, all the council and with Koehler's proposal voted no; that much to much, enter contract first with one of at least 5,000, over to succeed on child vote etc.

Section next moved with central contract child have one a, since first decision. To be heard forward this as do that, but all the other were violently opposed. The council voted unanimously no; no vote over, called for been elimination of board.

A bulletin such as a came was formed to decide aloud to column states shall be made at least one of every child represent the central interest. States benefited them as it would give a hold over thing to the core by the interest.
July 9, 1862.

I found a letter in the late Davis' safe, which he left me on account of the war. It was addressed to his agent, and contained instructions for the payment of $5,000 to be made to a certain person in the morning. The letter was written on the margin of a newspaper of the morning after the battle, and signed by Davis.

The agent was to carry the money to the nearest post-office, and deliver it to the proper person, as directed.

I examined the letter carefully, and found that it was written in a very brief manner, and contained only the following instructions:

'Proceed to the nearest post-office, and deliver the money to the proper person, as directed.'
At the Munich Peace Congress, very significantly, of the Paris Conference; was very critical of blank checks who were continually urging to make the German terms more severe.

It said that the question at hand did not demand unconditional surrender when the answer on accommodation was that while the Peace demands did not mean

immediate surrender be made demanded, that their terms were that they said that the world must act on it, it is not a hundred of the measures of the world, we will do the world. It did not mean immediate surrender. Also said that the Peace demands had been much more stringent had been, and his associates had been wrong. This was why he was so indifferent at such an accommodation to make much more terms to the fighting nations.

Also said that the Emschitz had decided to hire the treaty as it was clearly agreed by all the Powers that the old leagues were breaking up at any time before the league.

He said the President of the League said,

"The German demands to join us, even this will religiously agreed to demand this sovereignty to Emschitz at once, there in the business, but that John would not sign the treaty without it. and that the French reluctance accepted in the bill understanding that the whole matter could equally be settled in the League."

It said Amend had decided, because of Lloyd George - an American whom Adams George maintained that we must give up the German blots on us; Lord Lloyd George, sarcastically said, "American object 4 and that America had had more men killed than the U.S. that in any news said that he was becoming victim at the pumping of what the U.S. had on the war; that had it not been for the U.S. the Allies would have been defeated; that we had taken the German ships, had isolated them; that we were unyielding to many fewer than, and that we had little time. This ended the matter."

Both France and France had Bremer from military but had the faculty of judging about him able men who judged the
July 10, Thursday

Not decided to let the Cycloberene credit through, as it was finally settled a simple 30 day credit. I wrote on the closing letter, Norman Yerou had removed it was a real corn credit and not a capital loan.

I saw A. Lander and a letter written and objects as to secure who were not corn credits. He was returned to me for refund.

The interview on real corn continued and in such of this morning's letter, nothing was said about it at the meeting.

C. D. R. in Chicago called w. letter of introduction from Steamboat, formerly job ambassador.

He said that Zephyr had not written, one of the least he wrote in 1875, that Jones was against the deal unless "social equality" were settled. He said this arranged his 1875 opinion as it was not their attitude.

He also said it cannot appeal made a great mistake in the 15 years to crime.

July 11, Friday

Under the Pull, held me yesterday the bill made an inquiry of the British lord as to the statements of Cal. cabinet re. to India.

B. R.

July 12, Sat.

Dined with Mr. Browne, change of feet, luncheon.

He asked me to have a meal, then 3 dinners at my; Mr. Stophle, then breakfast and breakfast Whitfield, grand son of Carl Whitfield, as connection w. the Newhall celebration of July 4, 1818, and to give him to their long time w. letter to me. He also asked me to have w. me to go to his Hamilton to call deposited to his he saw a letter of his was in the celebration, which I said I would do and the attended acknowledge it later. His celebration has been one of our dreams for nearly 20 years & that is a most lovely ending.

July 13, Sunday

Dined at that club w. Justice Whitley north. He said he thought the Parker club annexed twenty by a majority vote on what were two votes in the contest.
that it required a 3/4 vote to annul.

He swore of the Sublime Court of Canada.

He said that the Justice空白 was old, bald, and showed deficient

sign of declining mentality unless he did

not realize it; that he was clumsy in

instructions & very difficult to get along

with; that Justice William was in the same

condition; that Justice Pendrane and another

showed no signs of mental embrocation;

that Justice Brandon and blank were

but successful.

He was actually better in justice Brandon; even

his indiscretion was a disgrace; that

he had no sympathy with any blank of

the blank was an unspeakable man.

He also said justice Brandon was very much

a white blank and that a large blank

was constantly had a very

fine situation of blank.

He said blank, Lavelle of blank, was in a

sympathy as to the blank of blank,

likely blank of blank of blank; that he

was a weak, studied mean etc. etc.

July 14, Monday

The Nieder, 8th bl. of blank, blank called &

gave me a blanked blank to give to

the blanked blank, as follows:

(End of right blank blank)

To the Charles S. Hamilton,
wife of the Hon. Charles S. Hamilton,

Of the Office of the Federal Reserve Board

Of the U.S. of blank,

Yield out: and blank

Presented by the blank, the blank of

the blank

In the eighth year of blank

May 16, 1919

Signed,

Count Frederik Kostena

Chief of the Office of blank

(Affidavit blank) (in blank)

July 15, Sunday

Iss in Boston on the blank.

July 16, blank

Iss in Boston, on the blank blank, blanked the blank blank

blank blank, blanked in blank blank.

Iss to blank in blank blank.
24 25

July 17. Thursday.

Left Monday to cross Cook Canal & Plymouth.

4th. Left on N.Y. in evening on N. Pest. Coast.

July 19. Friday.

Our Johannah, return to Bangor. Ashley.

Mayerral & Lescott in London.

Bertha wrote to Mrs. Lincoln in a letter.

Mrs. Hay. July 18, 1919.

The Hon. Mr. Daniel.

Through the Adjourned

American Legation.

My dear Mr. Daniel:

I have just received the happiest news which the King has to announce to the American people. I beg you to express to the King my most grateful thanks for this great honor. This is the great moment of the nation's history, when the freedom of our liberty is forever enshrined in the heart of the American people.

July 4th, 1918, will always be a memorable day.

To the people of the United States, who have just heard the news of this great event.

I feel happy that my heart is in the most exalted state of exultation which I have ever experienced.

I am, with all due respect,

Very sincerely yours,

Angustina I. Sumner Hamlin
July 23, 1923.

At meeting of Board. Emerson gave letter from Burch. Mr. Burch strongly urging increased rate on 30-year bonds. Interest of bonds, 4.25%, resultant down to 10%; said bonds in Boston and London were cheaper and beyond their buying power.

Emerson was very ugly; said he was being dominated by Burch, and that he should write a formal note to Burch stating agreement w. his views that their must adapt ability to M. Boston & not vice versa. Emerson contradicted the views informing.

The M. Boston has about 20 million dollars in war bonds, about 7% to 8% on certificate. He wanted that 5% of each was allowed to war 5% bonds bought. He is all right.

Agreed that Burch, not had kron; but many certificates bought & his purchase about amount made by Burch, not sold in a more equitable basis.

Emerson said Burch claimed Bunn and my salary.

Reinion put into the Boston issue, which Burch withdrew 1920, in Boston, having better interest rates than presently Bunn & Burch syndicate and being at less interest. Emerson suggested asking Bunn to come in. I suggested Burch went there and if not, died not seem to work him.

At meeting went in to Bunn office; suggested him to consult on Burch's being present; that there was no deal. Everything kept by being very in Burch, so to include certificates, no deal to be made.

He seemed greatly surprised when I told him Bunn has been hard to consult on certificates. He said 25% was already, he to go as indicated certificates, was not to be told.

Board also talked about new secretary to take department. I favored Chalmers & Boll. He & Smith had no objection unless Boll decided it wanted a man who had work more local.

I suggested asking Boll to return.
...first he was never any to be chosen. But he was once a man and not come under his power was made more disaffected & less of a trustworthy member.

I told him that I should have to use better men. He said he did not want but felt that people would not come under his power was made more disaffected & less of a trustworthy member.

I told him such was the state of things, that I was not sure that it worked well. I said he knew this.

But I said we had not come back to the point where things would have been better, that we had gone back to the state designated again as far as I could see. He said that if things had been less general displeasure I had quite sure things as his attitude.

While I suppose that we must be that the N.Y. system would be in that state, that we were coming in and that the business situation might end some time better without...
July 24, Thursday

Frank W. Julian Kahn at Army and Navy Club to meet Mr. Bellard. But not sure who he was and when I got there I found he was the Editor of the Chicago Daily News. Am sure I am correct. News were present for an action as usual (of course the news is all in the newspapers).

Mr. Kahn is a member of the House for a few minutes. I believe I was at an anti-Japanese meeting.

He made a little address in Japanese—said Japan should—was published in newspapers. He is considered a statesman in the Senate by President & others in order to give peace to governed themselves in order to invite an impression in India; that by B. Clinton, who is living in Chicago with him, after he [J. W. Bellard] had returned his memory from water driven at the time, that he had pledged the U.S. to the Chinese because of this visit showing something to China of the strong friendship. Germany & others were against him; that while he had saved no strange situation from the State Dept. up to this—& the Chinese was
out of order so the old men just in France as is the
spot, yet he felt that he had gained
authority to make this statement; that
for the honour of the treaty as to known
declamations was a "pore". The reference to
other official understandings which were
announced, amended, the terms; that John came
away, had entered into a recent alliance
as to maintain his empire, which when the treaty
was amended, the world be standing in the
field as settled by the treaty; that the
field had and the word covered was
his own etc.

On leave with me for Boll the agent to
due the French. I said he certainly
might. He to leave France and said the
was a long time because it but changed
the agent to take him what he said.

Friday July 25
Called on leading to hold him up above; he was
very much disheartened to me and to want
him a declaration. I said that as I was
a guest of his dome it did not want
my name dragged in; he said you must
not hear it but send it; I accordingly
handle a letter to him at once.

Frid. July 30
Called on Sec. Dunaway to say that Meade,
though it all to of John's burning was to drop
w. not the enemy; that while I said
not mention that nothing if he choose
to see. I asked how to know more and
how letter to say. He said the French
which in the interest of John in Paris
and partly believed John need make an
announcement as to the revengeance
of Shafter & such like facts.
He also said there was no truth in
Meade's charges in letters or at any
military club. I asked what he said
about the pledge of our during to be
answered, I thought rather conclusively.
He said something about it not very
important but that attitude of Meade
in England was very important and
consulted with about it.

I really knew Dr. Reinhardt made some
preparations that Dunaway knows it.
Kebbeh could w. me also see Hands
& later or played cow boy band. G.
said nothing about it. Nothing had
he seemed satisfied and convinced.
Thursday July 31

Herbert is not a bit better. He is very low and weak. I told him I knew he had had a cold. He seemed to be about the same. He is going to need food and rest. I have no idea what else we can do for him.

He was ill and very weak. He said there was absolutely no justice for the loss of standing in Japan; that everything went about as we had hoped. We all longed for a change of some kind for standing in Japan. She had almost concluded to leave him and said the next move would be a capital move. She was a most severe outrage on us. I reminded him that just after leaving Japan standing in 1909, England had a 99 year lease of 200 sq. miles in Santa Clara as a coronet, a lease of land that was for 25 years or a recognition of a status of influence in the Yangtze valley and that France also got a 99 year lease in Santa Clara. He said it was a stroke! He did not want to have heard of it but it was.

It astonished me. He then said, any way there was not important while standing in Japan. He seemed to feel that a country's attitude of Japan looked for Japan.

He said that at the Pearl Conference Bacon Martin said that the agreement of 1913 and 1914 with China on its standing could be considered as settled but of course would never mean that a terminus was made to Shantung, or to reconversion but did not state exact terms.

I said and asked him about the recent agreement of the conference. He had said to Shantung and asked if we thought it was a stroke. He could not understand. I said, England and France in 1917 and that the manner to the conference was not true.

He said no matter what the President did in the Powers Japan did not go to war for lack of men but that she was an automobile power and was very proud in doing things where coal and iron she must have; that by her power she was standing on the
the Nebraska, 3rd sec. of July. Ambassy called x last with me a a wicket for the last years to Europe. We B in to refer. He translated the record on envelope.

Mr. nett is acknowledge to Mr. the Yankish letter and was continued in our. Taked - Van. Yale, July 13, 1919.

In fact of American's steamer, I told him "I would bring it to least west work and once B. to refer".

Tuesday, Aug 11

Jimmy, in that, before the ambo's lane stated that he first knowledge of the secret Shangai agreements by July 3, 1919. He is in the March 13th. L dated 12th 1879. The tree en- slight then to state 13th. And that the letter had such knowledge of the terms to that date.

Here in an order made to defer to his statement to me in return to 35-t I can not understand this!

He said, however, that he had told him of the British agreement covering nearly the Lacedean islands, in April, 1916. He also said Seibu in July, 1917 stated that the Shangai were to be given back to Chana.
but that Japan would hold the Pacific islands at that time, Japan bad the secret agreement as to shoveling, but that Japan did not mention it to him, but whilst it was a commercial arrangement, it was, he did not know.

I can only make some things that Germany is very angry with Japan, and it seems he that believe these things feeling.

Sent 2. Monday

Strasen told me he intended to leave with the next few months, that he agreed to accept. Because the terms were very much superior when the terms were set down for the 10 year plan, that he would make standing in all other that unless the very was over 7 the terms were too much worse and, he would be unlikely to renew.

I am satisfied that he is required, but not illusory as ever. Sheriffing in the King's church, the land keep constantly was up the distance in the Black town over the German minority; that he didn't understand whether the amount should be of the money in the treaty, that Land, Land, Land, & Lloyd

...though objected; that Lloyd would not have been willing to buy the billions of dollars but gave no details; that Lloyd George said of his last campaign had lasted much longer he did not know what manner he would have been obliged to summon to the English empire; that he & the House wanted machinery fixed at a clause. Even so, he did reasonably be expected to say; that treaty into the treaty is a general became to bring all matters around down Germany's limit.

Mr. H. told me Poinsett said the treaty had determined to accept Henry A. [McIntosh] of Clinton diary to Mr. H.; that he was a small settlement between in a term of about 900,000, and briefly continued in political actives; that he was to consider that for the portion & that he found both. Now so; that in his term this matter was made to give Mexico the Southewest which was for Mexico; that Mexico came to him, but with & with. Because he believed to make the attachment, that he should then that mainly that in need less to put well, in Mexico let them do so when demand.
With the advent of the Bank of Mexico, we took steps in the spring to bring about liquidation of credits. Before the 15th we made loans on short-term items at 7.50%.

I had a plan; a plan to bring about the destitutes of wholesale merchants to maturity to 4.50%, the present rate on 90-day loans. Table, milk, sugar secured by U.S. bonds, with some exceptions; 45-day notes secured by U.S. notes, 25-35 days, and 4.5%.

I signed at 4.50%. I understand that this plan was agreed upon by Sec. H. H. Blaine, L. F. Jenning, and S. S. Shy."
lend to buy higher rate,

See Caribbean came in and explained the
money policies; he said he wanted to buy
and an issue of new notes about Nov 15
at 4 1/4% in order to balance the a large
issue at 4 1/2%.

Late discussion ensued - I said a rate of
4 1/2% would smooth the money plans
later he said he thought he could lower
at 4 1/4% if in Nov. even if we fixed short
rate at 4 1/4%, but he was more interested in
again.

So string said he did not agree to lower.

Lending of money valued at 4 1/4%, latest
rate was two year rate valued at 4 1/4% even
of it did prove money to change its plans;
nonetheless, he was interested to accept 4 1/4
on money involved.

After all day discussion it was finally
announced by string that in view of
S's interest he would adhere to demanding
to buy rate of 4 1/4%.

For S, said he feared it, and things in lead
some issues in the schedule being kept
agreed upon in money and I said he liked
such were the best.

There was some discussion on to the 4 1/4%

rate in Tokyo, 70 day, secured by Euro bonds.

S said he planned then would long about a
forced call to the market of securities
who would borrow to carry the bonds they
bought so that their would be no liquidation.

For S, said securities would not long in a
market of varied interest rate but that
their bonds would be bought by members
on such a basis would be liquidated.

All of the four agreed to this.

I had understood that I had agreed
to the 4 1/4% rate & also S. Young, as I.

Eventually arrived to the agreement as to
rate.

10:30 P.M.

Mr. Young called me on telephone - said Mr.
Kraft called him last night to send 70 1/2 and
could now locate his bond - that he
would send email to meeting tomorrow as
he tends to be with King of Belgium un
bail - said he wanted to be present and I
said I would have meeting continued
tomorrow. He was very much excited.

said Mr. string was hoping to terminate
money & if 1/4% if we achieved
his 4 1/4% rate he would be more than glad

Mr. A. B. said, I thought the Board was宁愿 to make the 4 1/2% rate to check the difficulty, but he preferred that the 4 1/2% rate in 90 days should be secured by the 4 1/2% rate. He held the Board should not object to this rate, and it is bound to the schedule. Mr. A. B. wanted the money on satisfying to see by letter. He said I had no authority to deliver any such writer that it would improve the fed. loan, etc.

Mr. A. B. said to Mr. H. about the schedule. He said it represented an misunderstanding as the Board, Mr. H., Mr. S., and myself, but they had accepted it as consistent with the Money Policy. I asked Mr. H. if the BOARD while the Board had not subsequently agreed to it, I was mistaken. Mr. H. wanted to interfere with the rates, yet that they opposed me. It is true it was a rate inconsistent with the Money Policy.

Mr. S. and Mr. H. both printed with that it was not generally had marked up their rates to their customers in
Mr. N. said Slavin, treasurer of N. Y., that the new rate was 4.34% and that the
new rate was 4.34% with their loan limits
on the higher rate.
Mr. N. said he feared the situation was so
grim in the country that a loan near the
1907 meetings meant if we did not
make the adjustment
Slavin said the advance in rates was
made last night. It must be accomplished
by requiring funded workout.
I told him I said it was Slavin, who replied it did not do him. Slavin
said he absolutely disagreed on that.
The matter went over until tomorrow.

Nov. 15.
Mr. N. said Slavin, treasurer of N. Y., that
his directors found a 4.34% rate was
 Suitable but bonds to go and suggest came
a lease. He would recommend whole
matter.

Attended meeting to buy steam in Pierre Dorn's.

Belongs at Oakes Center's home.

Nov. 30.

He said he would have to wait on rate
advance, that the situation of N. Y.
would wait until after.

Nov. 15.

N. Y. directors, after agreement but strong,
unanimous. With 4.34% up and
an increased schedule of notes which
we did not agree to. The schedule
below the 90 day rate on cert. notes was changed
at 4.34% but revised within note meaning
was even lower rates, 4.1% vs. 15 day as
90 day expressed 4.34% versus cert. which
was made 4.34%.
Mr. H. said Sibly telephoned his bank would
have 100 million dollars today that
demand our bonds was increasing
that we were greatly disturbed on
autumn and would meet on Sunday
morning.

Mr. H. submitted resoluta lowering the
required reissue 30% on debentures at N.Y.
leitha butlehy objected said this was said
volatile except of N.Y. bonds. Mr. H. said
this was better than lending some
resources of other Miles. I agreed
with him. Leitha objected.

Mr. H. suggested a rate reducing
reduction to be announced to 30% lower
by Mr. H. only or bank funds warranted
such causs. Mr. H. стрем to not
Sibly in N.Y. Sunday & connected with
remaining deposits.

This was voted - Leitha voting No, an
annulment that Leitha said it was
departed.

I asked how that such lowering was
required a tax. Mr. H. asked Leitha said
send no tax rate, for lowering debentures
might.

Firstly 21st to council.

I also received word we could lower
interest for 1% bonds and not for our.
Mr. Mobilike both attended meeting but did not
vote as we term most get refered by Peedt.
Mobilike was in time on Mobilike's
benefit - attacked Bank & Leitha.

Leitha whom in to meeting or ambition
said he was glad Sibly was Sibly
that it was considered for Miles to
but use commercial rate to thornout
with S.Y. & Leitha etc.

We 14th to Leitha wanted new legislature
embracing noble houses to know in case
more for other noble houses.

In all agree - except Leitha and Leitha
Leitha was not return under noble submi
with others did not be done effectivly
but must be done. Thruo, Ritter has
revering his term of a year ago.

Our whole able even for necessity of
Nov. 9. Sunday

Mr. Willoughby, Russia, ambassador, left for New York. Mr. Bliss visited the Orient Express.

Mr. Chilton, Mr. Kent, Mr. Thomas, Mr. Cranke called. Mr. Willoughby and Mr. Chilton, Mr. Cranke and I talked about cow boy work.

Mr. Willoughby breakfasted, Mr. Cranke was operated on for emergency appendicitis at 4:30 p.m. Mr. D. D. wanted to know when he was to be back. The doctors were successful but it was decided to let it do its thing and a letter election will probably in 10 days.

Nov. 10. Monday

I wrote a statement to be filed explaining how the matter to vote audits. I went to see Mr. N. Y. district agent. It was voted that each member get one letter.

Mr. N. Y. William, president, one colleague of mine, called and I asked a favor which I believe he received. The condition was a public notice of the condition of the N. Y. house, which was the...
The public was committed to reserves, and that seeking relief in fact would create a panic of the kind that would affect all banks.

I suggested that the Bank of Canada should be consulted in the matter.

Nov. 12.

Mr. H. Strauss mentioned to N. Y. Commercial.

Said they were looking for a longer period, and that they were not sure whether the situation was stable or not. They were afraid of what was happening in New York, and that it might lead to speculation; that it was not being examined by N. Y. but by Canadian interests; that the state of affairs was to be held in check; that we should want to know how many developments were taking place in any adverse action. One of the suggested measures was to slow up to 6%; that such a rate would probably not discourage legitimate business. Most of them thought the Bank would act before any further rate was needed.

Mr. H. Strauss advised holding no further action at present and Board concurred.

It was agreed that about 700 million were being borrowed at 6% by various banks, and that the amount would be about 2 billion, but the H. thought only 1.3 billion.

I suggested using cash to buy or lend to Relief in loans in N. Y. as soon as possible, to avoid having the Reserve's judgment called in on loans which would be disastrous. I suggested that I did not want their loans to remain idle. Banks are not willing to join in a matter of their own knowledge which I thought would be purely speculative. Mr. H. and I agreed to this suggestion.

PM

Shaw's advised very critical conditions in N. Y. Call loans were 25% and no money available, Loan Co. shows diminished, 100 points.

They called us. Heading - Embarrassed, what? Shaw's said - send he brand business failure. He thinks advanced large amounts to French and sends money to bid those stocks.

...
Nov 6. Thursday

Less strong at meeting; said conditions better late yesterday afternoon; that he supposed the Euro had gone to a corner and suggested keeping the rate steady for a while;

That 25 million were, secured but only 5 million were used.

No 15. Friday

He said he also suggested to the Euro to do same Boston of necessity.

Mr. S. said he had not power of enforcing any such control; that the only practical action was through discount rates; that the withdrawal of the rates was effective; that then 25 million were secured but only 5 million were used.

He said he had not power of enforcing any such control; that the only practical action was through discount rates; that the withdrawal of the rates was effective; that then 25 million were secured but only 5 million were used.
money supplied wholly of central action alone by varying rates of credit the lower fluctuations were stronger but when they he would prefer whether they continue any such policy he quoted Bagshot to attest that in any very low the conditions found of the money admiss had the same strength last occurred in england that 14% of the had left no rates so that The money lowering rate became 5½% he said that last august when lowering commenced began to equal opposition rates should have been cut off whatever the result in money operations he said the argument that the rate became in other countries did not succeed in Germany about liquidation was because money rates were not effective because of the unindexed rates on loan the gold standard rates was in U.S he said he wanted an equal rate not to 4 ½% at last confirmed with me this was made but after arguing one day be finally accepted the 4 ½% rates not because of the money existence present back to N Y and furnished very little against any monetary because fearful of causing it to lose control the later he came down very demanded revision whatever the views are he certainly reached an agreement in lowering determined to us of that commenced he admitted to me about the whole question tangent on whether the lowering policy of low rates was correct and I suggested to him that we did not see lowering policies but that the Board and not seek at all deliberately lower a lowering policy decided upon by the Secretary the monetary £ 2 5 is that he would next go to the next £ 2 6 according last correspondence it seems in the correspondence about Board had to act I still believe higher rates would certainly when lowering policies are reduced bring a resumption of our outstanding bonds and I do not believe lower rates will be such that with these indexes other bond measure of course should be made other than should be made the Board was one day doubts over every way the necessary shrank
Dec. 7th 1862, 5 P.M.

Mr. Secretary,

It does not seem to me desirable that we should bring this matter to the attention of the House at this time. The House is so busy with other business that it would be difficult to get the necessary support. I trust that you will not press the matter further.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Nov. 15, 1862

Mr. Secretary,

I am informed that the House is considering the bill to raise the money necessary to carry out the war. I believe that we should take advantage of this opportunity to bring the matter to the attention of the House. The House is in session and there is a good chance that it will agree to the bill.

Yours truly,

[Signature]

Nov. 16, 1862

Mr. Secretary,

I am in favor of the bill to raise the money necessary to carry out the war. I believe that it is necessary to raise the necessary funds in order to keep the war going. I trust that the House will agree to the bill.

Yours truly,

[Signature]
Nov 17, Monday

Last Thursday at Bank. Embarrassing situation I was in. Washington. I asked about several matters and let the head minister against him and believed I had made a good point, although he was arbitrating and had declared some things that I had never been nearly a question of Party politics: that no man it would have to be Ere all be up. I considered we needed a discussion whole matter, that a good man could easily be said to be in doubt. Then when I asked about whether the new any objection to my speaking to him he said he wouldn't say - that we should leave it to God and the people, and view the reasons. He said I had nothing against him.

At 3 P.M. went down to see Sec. with said I think he saw a man that had

M. in the - while merely on writing in their heads. He had to cold not be concerned; that as to myself that was not able - that I was for him. I believed every one. He kept this sense, I begged him to call us up the

men and reach the hour in and understood

of any member of the firm. He couldn't

be attacked my statement and

ingly said - why don't you want him

. He hadn't to make up to a real call.

I then went down. Washington - he said it

a truant question. The cold not

One Party but generally

that all the men were

erased to erase the lines together again

remember, something might be done on if then were doubt

I then asked what could do this? He

I said I might try. I explained that

as a Democrat would hardly

in this way & instead of ten. Because

not be a good man. He said he thought he would

I then went over to Sec. and

It was alınen had happened in a previous

I said perhaps we

in the best room in the house.

I went there to learn that even he had

been sworn in on the same at the

he said he would.
The N.Y. Times of this morning stated that there was a strong probability that I would be nominated for the Senate. If this news is correct, it would mean that the war would be renewed at the White House. At lunch at the N.Y.-club, the N.Y. Times paragraph the members expected to hear mentioned of Senate. At lunch to explain Treasury troubles and tax, he expressed that he had been summoned to the White House & he thought he would have been opposed the movement of Barry. Later this afternoon in a private room there were grave doubts that Barry would be attacked. I started this & asked the authority and he finally said King would lead just what he that Mr. Adams said a candidate, Barry, and was against him. Haldy could not bear that.

Nov. 18. Breakfast

Mr. Clem says with assurance whether as Senator and would would recumetc to his successor if President and ask him to do so. I can not believe he would recommend Barry. Very likely he might recommend King, although the two several times indicated some interest of him, especially in connection with the other time to secure the N.Y. Times newspaper men. Mr. Clem says it is impossible to influence him, the let words have been asked him as President.

Uncle's, when I went in to express what Clem before letter were there and he urged the story to draw them. Mr. Clem says the article to be vigorously opposed. And yet, the 1st letter I sent him within the last month urging this back not
Nov. 19, 1861.

I was told in good authority that the President had opposed Sec'y of War to Barry and that Mr. Carpenter was in N.Y. urging to forward Bounties to declare it an error that there should be a further effort to prevent his confirmation. This seems unreasonable to me.

I received a long letter from James Brown & Bro. Co. N.Y.,

"The Treasury is to be heartily congratulated if considerable relief this morning was accorded you, having been delayed to succeed in obtaining a favor to be seen of the Treasury while I understand that you have been held back and receiving the Secretary's letter with regard to your business and the greater individual responsibility when you and that you might be able to continue your present combination work in the public interest. I strongly wish you to accept what I consider the most urgent part of the order for the well-being of the U.S. during this next year and a half.

James Brown
A. Brown, Oriental. Co."
I wrote he became a confidential letter

negro man & stating that the matter

had not been brought to me; that if

offered, no man could refuse such a
call, and that personally I looked

the negro with force to have the negroes

who dealt usually & habitually as

indicated. 4% who would make a

meaningful difficulty. See 60 banking

at 12.45 his Board & the Board of the

misunderstood & did not understand

in more detail the Treasury policy stating

that the Treasury issued 500 million

bills to be issued at 4 1/2% and

the hundred issued--about 14 hundred

millions literally at 4 1/2%.

See discussion also of Stock options

ordering against reduced rate increases

before Jan. He said rate would not

be increased until Treasury was out

of the matter, but that what was

needed was credit returning to hard

down the clearinghouse. Whereas

you said with some whimsey said

it also must be done--that only way

was reduction interest in rates.

You said would be some limit that if not

due & must be done; that it was

successfully done by buying low, buying

well. You said that the way of

was due was to try to get the loans

made to some loan market &

that that would require losing 700 million

dollars. Then said at the N. Y. loan

had pulled down & prevented its

seems to it unincorporated in my opinion.

You said that the N. Y. loans had been

reduced & must return to resume

a relaxing influence. The matter came

out again tomorrow. You said why to

carry the loans with time.

Later I saw one of the officials--I

remembered him. He said mostly

they be done while money from other

districts would not be loan

market & that we must meet that

I limit to it. He agreed and

said to call the President.

You said, indirectly in other reasoning or

tying everything to both with the

clearinghouse & one's categorical

conclusion, in any discussion, would

the.
Nov 20, Thursday

Meeting of seven ended.

Most of the group said they did not believe in maintaining a rate by Board council; Fow the general thought it was that their moderate moves that rates should not be advanced at present - the leading of their thought - para up to fund being recently the leading of the board made by Mr. M. An their statement some changed their opinion - many however followed. For retail in reality a change in rates obvious due coming issues of new currency etc 4 1/2%.

Few S. thought it that if no changes were made there to this month the MB would be reviewed bound to keep a rate of 4 1/2% during fall of winter.

Fow those pointed out that there was much speculative activity in becoming willed that a certain element will be offered a contract for a year ahead; credit being cheap at with borrowed at low rate to buy ware...
material and be able to have advantage of high or higher rates on its printed products. He strongly advocated higher rates and commercial banks in order to regulate. In any event, the demand was being supplied with products of which it is difficult to invest which also should not be restricted by higher rates; and that a great majority of new credits were for business as opposed to stocks, since business is more. 

New, Sling bank south attachment.

The Sling bank south attachment called usually for larger sums than needed in order to keep circulating money in. But despite, our, no reserves necessary, which they did reach our because of 66 days or so and loans with what they made and 6% and of those behind of reserves of 4% certificates. 

Mr. S. suggested the possibility of cutting down on the need of absolute needs to balance by keeping at one or four more in MBTs, and to

concentrate on lower rates of use of the demand. For example, should be given a higher rate, but in this way, the credit would not be used for inflationary functions.

New 21. Saturday

Rumored unemployment was high, very all over that deflation will be absolutely necessary in keeping with very limited time 1 at 4.4% as the basic rate with loans and the deflation method by their members of heavy costs and interest on loans, and these needing inflationary stimulation.

Want to know as soon as he last led. Norman Davies seems in. 

Not deflationary. This: he said saw lead absolute no authority to demand with to foreign nations, indicates a suggestion that those credits might be issued in smaller amounts to the demand for the central bank and that for a lower rate to concentrate our loss of demand; such benefits with rates of the nation paid a commission for their services.

Walter to not deflationary, seeks to big heads.
In a formal room with strong and
matters with peck.

Then, after the N.Y. Jews started on of
a new country, the President, through a
3rd party, had heard of the honor
of our of Treasury but that I had
accepted it.

The N.Y. Jews, of course, went on,
and said I had declined it because
of ill health.

It is evident to me that when a nation
by distinguishing persons, but the statement
want in to say that I will never
in opposition.

Arguing. Played billiards w. Sec. Stanton; he said the Next wanted Burch
would stay in order to prevent the
Presidential campaign, that while in
recognizing the ability, he said not
hardly for the President's action;
that honestly the President was now
running the White House, that
could understand Presidet in his occasional
attempts to achieve Burch, but that
of he did the Child seriously consider

presaging.

Sec. Stanton also said learning had just
with him: 1) that he had to include the
Peers in Paris to report the humbug
claims of treaty were the former leads
return to begin; 2) that he crossed the
Peers to agree to decline all the case.
Nations to neutrality until of a secret
deliver to remove Nations agreed to
the territorial integrity; 3) that he crossed
the Peers not later document due as his
presence was needed in London; 4) that
he urged Peers to recognize that
the treaty interpreted unlike
withdrawal must be accepted.

He also told Sec. A. that the lead broken
in each limb.

See it. So the President Peers had been
his head. So that next agrees it
desire and his General will break
him to defeat anything the Peers
wanted.
Nov 22. Sat.

Went to see Dr. Hazen; told him the statement in N.Y. Journal & N.Y. Star, were absolutely false - that no one had addressed me & w. refused to resign. Said that if anyone tried I should at once have funds to live on & I said I was particularly angry at N.Y. Journal & Star. Saying I declared me of ill health. Hazen said when he was returning from awhile the papers said he was suffering from cancer of the stomach. I urged him to say nothing to me on subject of the Star article that I wanted to assure him that I was receiving nothing behind the scenes. He seemed very much pleased that I had talked with him. As it evidently cleared the mind of the feeling that that writer was working behind the scenes. I told him that the newspaper statements were evidently misleading & I believed some at them heard N.Y. Star was behind the whole matter.

Nov 23. Sunday

Played billiards w. Sen. Sandburg, Dighton Mr. Black.

Gentry clean of insufficient count called.

Said he wanted to do something to secure my appointment as Sec. of Treasury; I told him that I was willing to be done; that I thought that statements would be affected, that he had made a very good record as Secr. Mr. B. that he had made a good job and that the only complaint, I had heard was that he was a Republicans which did not describe me at all. He said the offer was a grand one, and should be filled by a Democrat as there were many questions.
The financial men, in whom the Pecks shall have a Democrat as adviser,
I both time Barney Burch was being intimated- in such aids a recommendation will be disastrous both to business and to Pecky. He also said the country regarded me as directly in line and as an exceptionally good politician man for the black, and also said he intended to talk to certain people about it. He then went down stairs to listen to Butler but remained only a few minutes, saying he had certain tele to telephone concerning any nomination.

Mr. S. also shaved off his beard and said it was unbecoming to a Republican, that it would lend himself and ed a better opportunity of being a Democrat in Cleveland.

This has been pretty solid. It was settled that Barney Burch was to be seen of Mr. Barney Burch. See 40 Commodore.

Nov. 24. Monday

The workmen's strike had an announcement from White House that the strike had not been settled.

Undoubtedly the balance of the Democratic formula has overreached itself.

Nov. 25. Tuesday

Shawn at meeting said Barney called him the last night at 6 3/4 and said the directors insisted on putting in new and increased rates and gave him the schedule; as strong and it six 4 1/4 centrates had been increased by 4 1/4 centrates above 4 1/4 and Shawn said they did not agree to this belief that the rates should be same as the Certificate ratio of 4/1/4. At 4/1/4.

We voted to acknowledge the conclave which a
and asked the members that as would consider the new schedule and advertise them shortly.

Shawn said Burch who had voted to increase ratio & the increased schedule was had. S. said Burch liked the certificate ratio, doubting from D. Y. We then voted to have a special
I went to Bed room at 4:30 and on my way back I saw H. S. Secretary who told me he had
received a wire in the evening. As I passed by I opened the door, saw and listened in
and saw Director West, Strauss and the
Then an economist - evidently in the
N. Y. vote question. I went back to my
room and waited some time and
received no word. I then went down
to see H. S. Secretary when the meeting
came to last black and he came back and
sent them cold or new meeting sent to

I thought it was very strange and went to
Mr.kiefer's office but he had gone out
that day. I then went to Hollander's office - he had sent me with the
last letter which I had to my office & we
had a general chat together while to
Director & H. S. discussed votes.

I was very indignant at this - turn
and both seem to think they are the
wrong blame & mutely square then

At 12, a man told me that meeting the
situation with grows worse than

The meeting was called on 11 am & we were
advocated that the day of meeting would be
later in the day. When we got there S. S. said
the Sec. had to go to the cabinet meeting
& H. S. had to go to Scott office, and at 2
pm. It was away we had to handle it
until 4:30.
Nov. 26, 1867.

Mr. Hume. Before meeting see there came into my office and said he had almost concluded with the bank that London would be used to meet the demand. I suggested that before taking any such action it would be well to talk with our friend in the N.Y. Bank and see if he agreed to this.

At meeting see Hume sent word away us to come and see him in the N.Y. Bank.

Mr. Hume in aid said that London had been at 4 3/4 of English money and encouraged them to lend their notes so as to force British money to bring higher rates on their Documents and理想信念. Mr. N. 0. N. 0. N. 0. 0 to do the same; that he was now unable to deliver the letters of the agreement and was determined to cancel the money issues in London; that forcing up the 3/4% certificate rate to 4 3/4% was deliberately designed to prevent sale of the new 4 3/4% certificates; that buying rate in London secured by him.
bonds would likely leave with the bond
market; that a rumor had just out that
the N.Y. Fed was to lend at rates for a
period after the scars left behind, and as a
result large quantities of U.S. 3 per
cent. bonds were sold at a discount.
Yesterday alone the N.Y.
Fed was said to have
borrowed $50,000,000 in a
5½ basis; that he believed
that bond
sales had been made by “insiders,”
that the former member of N.B. in New
York, who had inside knowledge, had
sold, were to be published.
He also said that N.B.
Fed had sold in a
lot of 100,000 bonds to the
New York
market.
He said that the New York
Fed had sold
that certain of the Directors had said
they were inclined to agree to their
ideas, and that J.W. had
suggested that they should lend
him $50,000.
He also said that nothing in
New York had
indicated an amount of J.W. was said, and all of
the banks were worried about being
in the state of wealth. They feared
that they might do something unbusiness-like to raise the
prices and do great damage.

Also said he had discussed the old
commodity house — I guess that the
new house was absolutely
independent — a man of great wealth,
who owned a large corn elevator, and I said
I said that, disappearing withColon’s
submission.

He also said that the bond had been
bolstered before coming to one amount
in New York, and again in Washington.
Also said that J.W. had seen the
right to the rates which amount
over N.B. Board.
Also said that he wanted the
prevailing interest — which our Board
granted to lend him:

1. To correct to correct stock market
speculation.
2. To do away w. dependence of interest
sizes on bankers in corn rates,
originally influenced by Board.
3. To check buying bills in manner of
such alternate rates.

Also said that finding for their costs,
He did nothing to 1.2, or 3 but stated himself from the Board and thanked me in Washington.

He also said, that if bond managers had

already, the closing deal of Feb 14, would be ended and in 18 months.

Also said situation was critical and Board should act at once to save banking

policies & protect major bond holders.

That if the Board did not take the

new 4% certificates, the panic would

W. Heller said he believed, in tremendous,

rates must be advanced but that he

would vote to liquidate.

Strasser said he believed no action

for now, rates + and leave little about

as much of gold, with money and for

east by credit to their treasuries.

I suggested that we summon the 3
directors and ask for their views -

that not to affect an immediate
decision. He H. said they should have

consulted us before action and not

asked them. Strasser said he had

voiced his belief in Proctor's - cpu

but will do.

I then moved that in view of his statement

we call when each director to return

an vote. They had sold rights bonds in

favour of their unlimited issuance of

voters. I. declared these and all other

measures also.

The blurs was not that but I state

these it later.

I. said see clean intangibles calling

in 30,000 shares to return in the

which had sold bonds- he said therein we

that only put a list of buyers who had

sold + those sold and disclosed the

principal. I said then resolve to come

next, to investigate these.

I then send to J. W. I am here in my

office, called him for a dramatic

unusual - will the warehouse cause

any trouble in N.Y.? He said no, it

would be a great relief to bureau

generally. W. H. concurred in this.

Strasser said all of the samples to

and I. H. said in N.Y. were against

necessary vote except Alabama, I think

I. S. brought Nebben to the directors.
I was arranged with Mrs. McCall that she send the gold bullion to the New York bank, otherwise, the bullion would be involved in the same transactions.

I had arranged with Mr. McCall to send the gold bullion to the New York bank, otherwise, the bullion would be involved in the same transactions.

I had arranged with Mr. McCall to send the gold bullion to the New York bank, otherwise, the bullion would be involved in the same transactions.
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I had arranged with Mr. McCall to send the gold bullion to the New York bank, otherwise, the bullion would be involved in the same transactions.

I had arranged with Mr. McCall to send the gold bullion to the New York bank, otherwise, the bullion would be involved in the same transactions.

I had arranged with Mr. McCall to send the gold bullion to the New York bank, otherwise, the bullion would be involved in the same transactions.
Nov. 27. Thursday.

Thursday, day. Attended St. John’s to hear Sec. Laflin deliver an admirable address. Sorry at dinner he did not rise to State of Massachusetts and it burned. Mr. Hall referred his President of Massachusetts in the cool new time to congratulate U. S. in conclusion of his. Mr. Hall said he would dedicate a house he is about to publish in a character in it to us.

Nov. 28. Friday.

So called - said he earnestly bound it will be abstained for men and said key to them that it was the man for the wheel. So it said it was men a group belonging to Mr. Palmer & Mr. Adams - that cash had a candidate and he did not seem to know who they were. Made of the Trail, 1st of the Chicago Society to be owned by 1st Nat. Bank of Chicago, for Mr. Gray as President and here coming. Was on Sec. of Treasury.

Nov. 29. Sat.

In Chicago. Mr. H said string was in a panic - fraud & reindustrialization - said it would not do to receive public news - said there been done long ago - do it now would be to bring on a crisis.

Nov. 30. Sunday.

Jas. and F. played billiards with us. Mr. Hall of Massachusetts delivered remarks upon suitable with us.
Dec 1, Monday

Mr H. said he seemed well and very clear - had seen us all before and being asked did he think we had both been the men - very would not take a pronounced stand for the Treasury, think he could not stay on unless there a few weeks.

Last Sat. Dr Doughton wrote me that he agreed it was a poor Italian hand, that was behind the chart in N Y, knew that I had declared the Secretary he said he would in two days and find out about it.

I called to his hotel to see if he was there & found him less; he left us Sunday without communicating with - I do not understand this.

Mr H. told me looking at curves that in cash but once that I would be asked, for constantly tried to do us and but I was very cautious - I said, however that we had offered the Secretary to make a stand even mentioned it - who was right.

He also said that if I was authorized the Secretary shall be filled by sending me in the Secretary and it was not now recommended. I said in the analysis that of my months, my successor shall not be taken from N England.

I think however it will be a mistake to fill the Board geographically. I will lend to make it a favor I lost trust the Board. If appointed, I can include to think my successor shall be an eastern man, not however on N E.

Dec 2, Tuesday

Mr H. the President Board had a telegrapher taken in the Red Room. I went in to see. We were ready and in walking with him the same to you know the Morano, a Boston banker? I said no but I knew a Mr Stevens - he said that is the man I asked me what I thought of him. I said he was a good man, he then went into the Board room. After the meeting, I walked out with him and explained that Stevens was a
Minister to geographical considerations as it would lead to just the Board
the presidency of a Congress. He said it
was absolutely right.

At the meeting after the telegraph—
we remarked only a minute—Elson
said the word was over the Board in
the Senate & that he wished they to bring
back the RECEIPT to its original function.

I think we must have had in mind
the word of M. Notes directly against
gold & counting gold w. M. paid on
half of the 40% gold value.

Do not we know we could have financed
the war as we did without the
powers.

If it is safe to issue M. Notes wholly
against treasuried notes it would not
seem to issue them against gold
or gold & Banco.
Dec 7, Thursday

I now nothing, in any want the House was
with me. I am to be added to, if I think worth
the while. I am to be added to, if I do not receive
the expected
the many reasons why I ought to
be pleased with your indiscretion.

However, if you come to me, I shall receive
it gladly and do my best.

I do not feel that disproportionate in any
their indiscretion - no man is.

Uncle Tom's, Shaw JK, and the whole Holland
would call the meeting. I believe,
acceptably. I think a thorough request
be attempted, in view of the
promotion concerning use of deduction.

Dec 9, Sunday

Play for H. Houston, Ambassador
in his present and the Black
his chamber and of Granddaughter and
the Black lane suitable with us.

Dec 10, Monday

Leaving with sent Harding a draft of
letter to him. He said the word
sent personally as soon as the job
see Eliza content, who is away.
In this letter I said that the bank stock and other disturbances could probably soon be over, that the bank might probably issue a revival of the shayotar money, and hence felt that in view of the increased banking facilities, we could no longer object to the banks increasing their swaps to some extent to second level or second. Further, considering the circumstances of the money conditions, however, he wanted the rate held at 4 1/2% but he said he would not object to a rate of 4 1/2% even in the 4 1/4 Certificates, but that he did not want to go above 4 1/2% if any more were wanted, but as they were large and non-electric people would be held to be larger with.

I then issued a circular to the banks stating that if they approved such rate we would accept them.

I was immediately informed of the fact--unwonted and by the many others that we must do something in the way of rate increases even while retarding credits.

Brydon, of the firm, operaio service having produced a statement to effect that the firm had said that when he had his chances I heard when we were informed very differently from what he quoted to the press; that business was bad in bond carried with his claim with a clamp or sheet that the shock caused by the signal arm but did not move the belt arm or the body during the 10 minute operation. Ms. Ben Elyon told Bill the other day that a Republican had both the sound, so coming from the fact.

Brydon in his statement added an instruction that certain terms had been offered the bank, but had declined--the knowledge of what condition & lack of knowledge of what D. Swift had had would do to the sounding asked.

This is a scandalous statement--plainly interfering that business is improved. I am not concerned with a reputable from financial institutions, nor, in which I do not base a moment believe.
Dec 10 Wed.

Had very bad cold in head, at home all day w. some remission.

Dec 11 Thursday.

At home all day. Stil remission.

In telegraphic wire I telegraphed me that everyone concended now that I would be the next Secretary - that one of the ingenuity, alachets in question - Ray Baker the Director of the Mint - told them that he knew for a fact that I would be appointed. Bank in a great state of uniformity w. no one trying to make money from them.

Dec 12 Friday.

At home all day but remission normal.

Dec 13 Sat.

At home, no day. In evening gave dinner to the Whitman Head / except Justice Ross, Peter Frelinghuysen, Ben Scott, Elder Winch, Mrs. Low Y. Winch (son of Justice Winch).

After dinner I was examined. I heard the Senate had reprinted my article in the connecticut vs. L. & W. & rejected without written to declare action of congress in any particular case, by Inten Joint Resolution. Thus, in effect abolishing the treaty making Power and leaving it to the action of future Congress. In my opinion justice Policy. almost violently the unconstitution form, attacked the largest comments & defended the resolution. I stated as A doubt over the Senate. said I didn't think so that the most inestimable value of his performance was that in effect it was an absolute refusal to validity.

Justice Policy, however, thought there was no inconsistency between the obligations of the covenant and the resolution.

He said the U.S. has no constitutional power to bind future Congress to go to war. A of war referred to had done this or to Baronia, Nicaragua and all So America (Chavez doctrine). He wished that we had an independent S. - said so many we are involved for every line.
was and revolved on. He then said that if
be on his account went it was a wishing
such a matter. I wished universal question
and be solved by leg.
He then asked a question said he was
was alienated t and that, knowing the
contracts here, he should never have agreed to
such a treaty. Also said he were long in
his address that it could be in power of
all all knowledge be took, but that
in had not visit this territory.

1st., Sunday
Post, And, hand nume, Houston, Texas.

21st.

His conference was late in being a

27th. and,

decided Oklahoma and, Texas, Vermont.
Figures of holding cannot denying my
branch to state of Oklahoma, but we
finally agreed that we had formerly
decided to give a branch, there was no
substantial reason for change, in view of
our general holding as to branches

Mobilized just a moment of this went to
Oklahoma: the just up the bench was
that if it help be arranged in that line
of cities in that general district what
must have to stand back to back city chiefs;
in certain towns, he saw no objects to
making city, city the site of the Bank.
There was a long conference and decision.
Finally I agreed that city, city be
designated on the location, claim. Plotting
place by site, any branch city of Bank.
Chosen return to city, city to site of city.
This was finally submitted.

See 1 It cannot greatly relieved by this
division, as we had already inequity,
committed branch to site of city. I had
always favor and that, city
See 2. city to bid and south of line,
long, Mildred must be decided to new our
city and was not from much assistance, relieved to
be an authorized establishment, the
Board seemed to rubber up, that
and it not been for any danger to
head, the Sed museum have disappeared
rise as have received a Branch
altogether. The track of the branches showed
a aning way, Sed City built as
to last twenty, of total resources. In thi
Dec. 16. Monday

Lady called on Elson, did not come to see me, I am acquainted to Elson, as he is still measuring for some one else, and was not ready.

Dec. 17. Monday

Went in to see them up ED of 4th lane, was debt before the corporation, and was in debt to the corporation, and was not free from it. They had sent me a letter on ED of 4th lane, and I am not ready to see him.

Dec. 18. Monday

Rev. L. S. Smith sent me a letter on ED of 4th lane, and I am not ready to see him. He is in debt to the corporation, and was not free from it. They had sent me a letter on ED of 4th lane, and I am not ready to see him.

Dec. 19. Monday

Rev. L. S. Smith sent me a letter on ED of 4th lane, and I am not ready to see him. He is in debt to the corporation, and was not free from it. They had sent me a letter on ED of 4th lane, and I am not ready to see him.

Dec. 20. Monday

Rev. L. S. Smith sent me a letter on ED of 4th lane, and I am not ready to see him. He is in debt to the corporation, and was not free from it. They had sent me a letter on ED of 4th lane, and I am not ready to see him.

Dec. 21. Monday

Rev. L. S. Smith sent me a letter on ED of 4th lane, and I am not ready to see him. He is in debt to the corporation, and was not free from it. They had sent me a letter on ED of 4th lane, and I am not ready to see him.

Dec. 22. Monday

Rev. L. S. Smith sent me a letter on ED of 4th lane, and I am not ready to see him. He is in debt to the corporation, and was not free from it. They had sent me a letter on ED of 4th lane, and I am not ready to see him.
Dec 28, Sunday

Placed book w. Houston, chilien and Pierce
Subcommittee the new Polish Mission.

Dec 29, Monday

I saw some of my office & talked about what to do about the N.Y. Bank giving the S. a year of leave of absence at three per cent. He said if it went next for a long while in some time ago with great regret that the resignation be called for and of necessity, that he be named. He said S. had not been loyal to the N.Y. Bank, that he had to organize the firm against the Board, that he tried to secure the Treasury Holden by tricking at a vote in order to force the Treasury to buy higher rates, in accord, etc., with this agreement w. Mr. of influence; that his desire of domination was far was closed, disengaged to system; that he claimed at the instance that the N.Y. Bank had the right to trust any voter it closed, in place of the N.Y. Board.

He said however that S. was a dedicated man, & that he did not want to do anything to withstand the reversion and the

added that he had undoubtedly done most brilliant work in connection w. the Liberty
House, & that his position removed him & be nominated that he was put
connected to the vote of the N.B. directors
for the Warren alone.

I asked him what we could legally obtain
a vote of the directors giving versus a
goodness of $5,000 a year. He did not
affirm much of any importance to
this, said we had already done it as
the Bank of Richmond, alike he had
coercing trusts interested to act it, but
not as to this legality.

At previous meetings of the Board of
the Directors, of the Board, felt that
it was not right, as this endless
end, to make the Directors an
abnormal, and we were not sure that
the Bank could beat the bond as
acting now.

Last week however this week who had
unanimously decided the idea instantly
shifted to unanimously favored it. He
said he wished vote for it, who the
very did not; that the very had
only one vote & that he was sure going in & that the real advantage was
in the Board; that to rescind the
D.Y. Doctrine would cause very little
grief & tussle to the mass of the
system.
I decided to have the matter set at
a full meeting next week.

I told Mr. Hill that I had been
sent an Oklahoma branch division
was a very foolish idea. The
matter was an independent. He
said that D.Y. City district was a
democratic district but that it had
recently elected a Rep. Congress
man the death of the Rep. incumbent;
that after the Rep. voting was sound
had designated D.Y. City our state
branch branch; that long. However the
Dem. Congressmen from the Tulsa district
had had the ability to write him
saying him and the Democrats on
the Board to designate Tulsa to
both the Party that the Board in
designating D.Y. City had absolutely
upward hold in consideration.

see there, however; in the D.Y. City area,
electra wrote an all advisory letter to
the D.Y. candidate stating that he and
the whole Board favored D.Y. City

Dr. Lindley called. Said he saw them
Dec. 26 (in person & 26); that he strongly
urged my advice as seeing that there
was now committed and switch of
myself and distinguished in the

He said he had also seen the
advice and asked him as much
largest he was to remain and the
uragement said until the attack of
my success.

In an email today there were many
the poor slay. I am amazed that he
does not consult co. men us to
present matters.
Dec 30. Tuesday

Rev. H. said Leslie was told from a new mine of coal which started Jan 2 and due in Dec 1901; that L. said that of the Board would want a change in their rate, (i.e. leave certificated rate of Dec. 4 1/2%.) But a week or 10 days the Board had considered itself convinced by Mr. Hunter & his brethren who were suggesting on to such rates; that the dividend would be more substantial if we made no change for a season of 10 days.

We discussed this fully. I voiced the point that to lower the rates 4 1/2% with the certainty in wonder of bonds that it would soon be raised and would in an avalanche of those certificated on the Mines to have advantage of the lower rates.

Shaw said nothing in that as they were low certificated. Rev. H. said the story that bonds were won and were telegraphed to reach rates at 4 1/2 for a week or two days.

Miller wanted an announcement made that after a week it 10 days.

The vote will be vacated. We all agreed that such a announcement with certainty precipitate an avalanche. Just at this point Hunter was starting to lunch & told all of my will be auctioned at $1.00. For what query. We wished I knew you men; you will do as you demand. Yelled! and went and started to the door. This left me without a gun or Friday had been called to the back.

Rev. H. taking, Williams & I, went over the matter & the result of this things statement, decided it was best to demand of bondholders & Williams make a motion to that effect. We did not vote however our lack of a gun, either Scott before leaving, said he favored this.

We then adjourned to P.M.

3 P.M. Council meeting.

Rev. H. said they had called time & and said the N.Y. Directors were unanimous in favor of a week increasing all certificated rates at 4 1/2% and that Dr. Alexander who was
I was decided to call a meeting.

He said he thought the decision was wrong and that if he was a member of the Board he would vote to sustain the Bill if it was not injurious to the State. We accordingly voted to do so, William being the only candidate who voted No.

He said he was willing to vote to withdraw action of Fed; that it was a measure of the Board he would vote to sustain, and if the Bill it would not injure the State or the amount.

We accordingly voted to do so, William being the only candidate who voted No.

The Bill was referred to the committee of the whole, and it was agreed that we should have a meeting with the President and the Officers of the Bank.

We decided to meet on the following day, and to consider the action of the Board.

He said he was willing to vote in order to preserve the Union and the money, and that he believed all their councils about the money, as he regarded the Board as practically a dying man.
The underlying reasons for the President's decision were quite clear. He had written in a confidential, confidential letter recently that he had made a final decision to call the session of Congress by signing a bill that was submitted almost simultaneously with the letter. While he held office, an indefinite leave of absence was granted to him to prevent a year's leave of absence.

Stimson moved to adjourn the vote of the Board: Williams moved to substitute an indefinite leave of absence. The motion was agreed to, and the vote of the Board was adjourned. On April 15th, 1919, the Senate House of Representatives passed a bill to continue an indefinite leave of absence until March 15th, 1920. When I read this, my inclination was to write to the President begging him to delay my name from consideration for the office but Better would not have the heart to do it, and he continued the order.

The statement certainly seems to show...
June 6, Tuesday.

Mr. Wills came called me in. He said I remember what I said as to your listlessness of being the next Sec. of Treasury. I said yes. Well, he said, the second senior from which I got the best information says that there has been no change so that you will be the next Secretary of the Treasury.

I called on Mr. Reilly. He told me of by any chance of Doughty was there. They said he was but once out. I left word with the Clerk to come back to drink with me this evening. Later I called on again but he was still out and I again left the morning. I can not understand why the door next to me does not come to see me.

On 7. Wed.

Mr. Wills told me it was generally understood throughout the Treasury that lobbyist was out of it and that I was to be acknowledged something like not next to be too sure as to their.
Jan 8. Monday

Young Newton, Callo of Fort of 0, called, talked with him over in town. He shake of the last w. beathos and did not say what he did so said. I gathered that Mr. had written last him 550 without declaring his opinion. He said country was moving heaven a castle to get the Newton off Debtor's. That he had talked w. country who did not say that I was put in the black but thought Debtor's was the man on it. From what he said I gathered that country only greatlyly admitted my position.

Newton seemed very puzzled. I told him what Billingsly had said and he said he wished to write the President.

I think Newton really saw that I may be advised. He did not seem to understand why I was put in a financial limbo that he had treated a man that he wanted to hold in until the financial financials of the bank is close.

I finally told N. in absolute confidence that I had good reason for believing that I was in the money that if we had it was agreed I held their w. but think of course, things might have changed since.

He said of Wilson has Was made up to understand you, it was take a tremendous force to change him.

He said he thought he familiarity at the instance of Mr. Caine's longest and ask his hand matters stood.

He also spoke of Mr. S. Molyneux easy at having Debtor's patched was his head on acting see. That he went to the floor about it who was slapped in mind it was not a normal obstacle.

I told N. if I were see. I shall advise them to have official note in hand against w. Maybe, after I will do nothing while left stayed at. I believe would only be for a short time.

Continued delay in sending my report certainly not sound methods in or, but
Friday Jan 9th

In afternoon Mr. Evans came in and stayed 20
minutes. He talked about Able, City Branch
bank & said one of the directors asked by
the Rev. B. C. was a man better hesitating
not of influence in any of President.
He said Mr. Evans was the man. Able would
be determined by classes divided by Able City
as a branch bank & we ought to be very
carful as to whom we allowed.

He never mentioned the Pension.

As he was going I asked him one to the
outcome of the Hite/Heekin-Underwood
contlict for Majority leader in the
Senate. He said it was very close with
the Senate favoring Underwood, but
he felt bound to vote for Underwood
not only because of his personal qualities
for him of long standing & for his
ability, but even a feeling that Hite/Heekin
had not been a staunch supporter of
the element; that he had shown great
zeal for whom able was being considered,
was radically opposed to many of its

He also said the contest was so close
that the Senator wanted the vote
withheld until the President was
ready to receive him from the duties
an act of kindness.

Whether this means earlier delay
in sending in the months I do not
know.

Horace Williamson called & said Berleum
was generally understood that he was
to be able's successor.

Sent a letter to President Lincoln congratulating
him on his letter on Peace Treaty to the
N.A. Item Club dinner.

Sunday Jan 11th

Played Tuesdays with Nelson of British Legion
& cruiser subcommittee, the Polish branch.
He came over to Bennie Eastern Club.
Belgium, minister to a reception to Witness, who made a charming and witty address on French.

In his speech, he called me to bond with his American address.

Monday Jan. 12

The President, Secretary, immediately sent me a note on the following:

Jan. 12, 1920

My dear Mr. Hamilton,

Mr. President has read your gracious letter of the 9th of January with admiration of your kind words, and the desire to convey to you my enthusiasm at this warm moment.

Sincerely yours,

J.A. Herron
Sec. to the President.

On the meeting today, Mr. H. read a letter of Mr. Bliss strongly objecting to certain statements in his budget. He stated to the effect that during this war the MIB had practically arbitrated its course in favor of the direction of the Treasury and that all responsibility for success or failure of fiscal policies rested in the President.

Empire & the See of the Treasury, but that recently the latter had modified the Board to reliable leaders.

It was very unfortunate and gratified letter from Illinois & its bankers to show that they declared to the Board.

Stimson and I wrote the view that there had been no arbitration but that we simply did our best to meet conditions the Treasury policy - friendly to us to valute in best terms; that it was our duty to do all in our power to help win the war; that while Mr. H. had said we should buy votes to accommodate business he did not mean that we should have account of our loan & that time & speed had to yield to a sense - an estimate the work of the capital which time; that without a reasonable rate it was liable to show that our loan old had been valued.

It would be better for him, he concluded, that if he were the next See of the Treasury there would be humble acts in the R. Board.
The word, you say, President summoned Dean to White House today to talk over the Sec. of Treasury.

I do know it will be settled one way or another, and I do not see how the President can build to send in my name, he will have notified me of any change in his decision.

Medo was told me he saw the action at the White House last night; he said he had fortiend a strike against proposed legislation, but that it was very much better to have some work than to have nothing. I wish the President would send his bill for me to sign. This will be the last time I will ever sign a bill, if it is signed.

Said the President, "I know you will be the last time I will ever sign a bill," and added, "I want you to know that I will never be influenced into this again."

He confirmed your surmise that Medo was right as the President was his personal political representative.

* * * 

Said the President, "I know you will be the last time I will ever sign a bill," and added, "I want you to know that I will never be influenced into this again."

He confirmed your surmise that Medo was right as the President was his personal political representative.

* * * 

President said that Dean was summoned to White House yesterday to discuss Sec. of Treasury. The word, you say, he told me to send the bill for him to sign. I wish the President would send his bill for me to sign. This will be the last time I will ever sign a bill, if it is signed.

The news column of the daily papers saying it was well known that Dean would be fainted in the Senate of Congress. This was evidently un科尔ity in Congress.

The President did not communicate with me on this matter.

* * * 

Said the President, "I know you will be the last time I will ever sign a bill," and added, "I want you to know that I will never be influenced into this again."

He confirmed your surmise that Medo was right as the President was his personal political representative.

Mr. A. said he had just lettered W. Hepburn, who said he thought Assistant Long had been unjust to him; that he had heard of "straight" that my home was under service consideration. 

Assistant Williams said he had heard that there was a possibility of substituting an Assistant under service consideration; that he was Assistant of the Honor of the State and a correspondent of the National Bank of N.Y.; that such an Assistant would hardly be made.

He said he was really the best person for that position in the whole matter, yet there was not such a word of any change. It certainly is most extraordinary.

Read Mr. A.'s letter the Assistant of the State. Branch. Branch directors would very soon come up. He said that one of the branch auditors was a better observer of things, and that in one of the auditors we shall be careful about accepting recommend to the State. He went forward since Hughes.

Friday, Jan. 16.

Assistant is &.B. B. heap but he had not served the last term. Left word the Bank should officially announce Hughes, director elected for this term, and I hope he would come. 

A letter later he asked if I could come in to see him, which I did. I explained he was going to say something about the Assistant but he said nothing, seemed to think I had asked if I could see him. He reminded me to take his letter to him, & I reminded him of the A. Bank matter.

He said he was interested with letters from Democrats bitterly opposing because so few Democrats were admitted to the bank for Mr. D., he said he felt that we must so anyone to avoid being influenced by them, decided that we were to the opposite of them. He again spoke of Hughes saying we the resources in the city, but understood him. I told him we had looked him up and found that he was an active politician, that he was said to be a member of the National Guard. Mr. A. said he had said this was false, but the end must very careful as we...
afterwards learned, that he was sent to
America by the War Office.

He was instantly very indignant at
our act. and took plighted
himself with the high
disavowal of the President, to the
Secretary of the Treasury, but I did not.

He then said he did not come to the
meeting as he had to go to the State
but that he desired to be recorded in
favor of Hughes. Later he assured me
that he would record him, but to go ahead
and abstain when he voted. He added, "I shall
hold office only 2 or 3 days more."

He never, directly or indirectly, referred
to my address. He has, however, let it
be known in many quarters, that he does
not favor my address, but rather a
Republican, Deeringwell.

Whatever the outcome, I shall always
believe that Hughes has treated me very
unacquaintly in this matter.

Mr. Deeringwell told me that the 2 amateurs
agreed, when by the Board renounced to be
Democratic, who, seemed to believe them.

After this, after the Board renounced
the War Office, and I did not know of
this incident, last he led every
man to believe, from investigation made
by him, that they were Democrats.

He also said he very hard waved into
the matter, and whispered that Hughes
was sent in arms of the War Office.

If we had acted Hughes, he would
have had to resign my seat at Anya
under anti-political reasons.

Anyhow is filled with political
shifts. It is in our duty to chose clean
and honest. The whole long, it is
delegate with the honor, except for 1914.

He also in the active. I claim,
who claims to have elected the 191
4 to have abdim the State instead of
the United States. Mr. Deeringwell said he had
been a letter written by the Senate of
the President saying that Johnson had
secured his address in behalf of the old.
do nothing not agreeable to you. This
show the calibre of the man.
He stood firmly on the idea of holding & against the
best men on the becoming point of
view. I did not know the calibre of
A. D. G. or D. H. when we elected
them. We knew they were not
polite men and we must treat men
for their qualities.
I think this is the best time we
have ever had against holding &
believe we have done right. I think
we doubt if their tendencies were to
very angry and were all near me but
they do their damned cut!

At Board meeting today, Mr. Alford, President of
A. D. G., passed before board and being declined
for A. D. G. was requested to be turned over to
another candidate. We voted to
give him unqualified endorsement
for A. D. G., whereupon Alford
was given A. D. G. to accept.

Out of calibre & best elect of D. H. and
being was best way to do this.

As Miller denied that he had ever
endangered our plans on a political view,
and said humorously that if any of
measuring my self - took even made such a
statement to keep her team net work
it. He said he had never endor sed
the caliber of political influence
brought to bear on Board to mislead,
meaning, I suggest, send letter to
the Agency. See, I understand.

I said writing as I wanted to read
very clearly, Miller did with the one
decision. (Sec p. 102, 106.)

Sat. June 17

Marshall said that Glenn wrote a
letter to Berry. Can't in field to abolish
mention from agreement of form less bonds,
keeping in mind of from how Board
will not ever having consulted w. the
Board or even setting it forward that
he intended to write these. That
Glenn required at will said he should
wage but that the Adco straightened
out the matter.

Marshall said he advised Glenn
found both drinks had been in "sufficient" last on frequent occasions.

Her ex-G. C. and in Harding had temporarily
modified him but said Adm. Dogman was with her & he thought he could get why
measuring the city clubs.

sec. G. seemed wistful, & thought we could
meet the director twice. Strain said Jame was unqualified or disqualified by
reason of having a former job through funds advanced to the Board through
the long, deliberation; all of the lawyers
& some having written in the Board.

sec. G. blew into a soft - hand it was an
affair to change that the fact that
a long. in her, considered a man was no
good from the disqualification law, that
of that were the Board, although we
stated few letters from lawyers to do.

Strain explained he did not mean
this, as he did also of last time written
when it.

I stated that I thought we ought to
change a "bull" name or some one in
that unrest of the State. Your mind is now
would vote for a Civil War - that time
zero its word it will accept our decree
you had best do that
"I said he would vote for Harrison.
Finally, Ely, Hildreth & Williams were
made a Rebel to what else.

A Keller asked Sloan when he was going to
stay and he said he thought he would
remain only a day or so longer; that had
Wednesday the Prentice wrote him away to
stay a week longer; that he did not
know when the Prentice would stand in the
new name - that he wished he would let
him "either to stay a few more" - that it was
very interesting to know it all.

I think Sloan. Myself must have felt so
that the Prentice intended to send in his
name directly - at any rate he did not seem in good terms as the result of
the interview with you.

Finally, after the meeting, Sloan just into
very good terms. Three others of his
party belonged to Fleming also as did the
others.

When I came home Anna said Mr. Fleming
wanted to speak to me; I went to the
hitching post there was no one there.
I did not call. As so I suspected it
might be a political joke by Sam.

am inclined to think some name will go
in tomorrow but I have changed the whole
matter off & don't wish it. Hildebrand
also in Town & I have no judgment.
Ghost will be out and send in. I shall
be very greatly with appreciably surprised
yet or my words. Make that
statement it will be Ramsey Bond.

At the meeting Sloan talked about long time.
However what I think that the Democrats
in the Board should see to it that
these were made the French term.
& said he was so influence he was
very acknowledged the latter.
We met on the N. Board the Bd. that the N. Y. Directors had accepted this message (in a letter) and had unanimously sent in a schedule raising 4 3/4 on Cert. 8 1/2 on everything else.

At this stage the N. Board wanted us to treat the companies, rates to 6% and fed lend loan to 5 1/2, leading Cert. on a slight demand at 4 3/4%.

Mr. A said he agreed to these that the Bd. and lent them an old rate, but he was not in at meeting but that Boll was absent.

After that I went in and addressed us. He seemed very happy and asked as if he had been with the event.

The address was of the Bd. that the N. Board was in a meeting and that the N. Y. Board had shown it was a real central bank like the Bank of England.
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about conditions of business. &c. 

Mr. S. asked whether it was possible to explain
the points and that distinct points were leading to violent contests &c.

I pointed out that distinct factors were leading to violent contests &c.

Mr. S. then moved to buy N. Y. bonds at 4 1/2% for 2% less on short

Note and 6% for long term.

Consid. Chessers moved to amend by

raising the rate of 4 1/2, 5, and 5 1/2%.

This was voted: Agreed.

Mr. Chessar, Chalmers, Clark, and McCullough.

No. Evr. Hardy & Shinn.

Became was then mentioned & was it asked if I would move to reconsider
so that he could look the question over

in a different way. I did so & we reconsidered.

Evr. H. then moved 11 to serious rate of 4 1/2%.

Money loaned

1) Differential at 1/2% below short bond

x Can. Money loaned

2) 6% rate for long term loan.

3) was a lot on Mr. Miller changed

his vote.

Agreed.

Mr. Shinn: Miller.
No. 496. Williams & Mucklenbruch.

Mr. Bliss announced Mntz as having failed, but Williams said he voted. Mr. Bliss remarked there was no declaration made.

Before the afternoon meeting Mr. Bliss held out the usual demand vote or not, and he again vehemently 
in the meeting against it, once voted on it. On the second vote, however, he 
unbelievably I told him was necessary and I told me I told him was necessary and I 
then voted no. I then voted for it.

Mr. Mucklenbruch called "harmonie." He said the greatest by 4 to 3 was heard, while of the last not 
mentioned it was heard by 4 to 2 votes, a good idea of harmonie!

Mucklenbruch then put again and accused 
the Board of being dominated by 
the Treasury and yet today he failed 
announced that he changed his vote, 
against his own resolution, because the Sec. 
of the Treasury & Sec. he wanted the 6% 
vote.

Mr. Smith, seconded.
Thursday, Jan. 22

At meeting House elected that we had
undertaken with acting Sec. East in N. Y.
who commuted his life. Linn which
had reached conclusion that (in the
while it might be a vote more, but)
they preferred to leave the Med.
but the vote in their own advice,
I met here it appears that the Bank
had recommended their vote.

W.T. intimated that he had called me
from here at Boston where at first heard
staggered at the 6% rate but finding
said he believed it and later a
delight were relieved saying that he
intended wished to recommend the
schedule if not have found but it
on own initiative.

Sec. H. said Blake had also agreed
to it.

Monday it was voted to modify
each of the 3 bills, the rule to go
into effect tomorrow Monday morning.

This in itself quite may do no harm
but I am pleased it will.
I do not deny such a vote was

ultimately necessary, but I begged the
Board to read 2 letters of the Chamber
at middle were of only a year days.

Williams told us that the Chamber was
becoming in trouble; also that a
brand of his hotel was voted at 
Montgomery hotel can be voted against 
only in 1912 but also in 1916 !

Mr. Walk. Son last every hand an article
bybuquerque delaying bill. It many
it appears that he was in a dilemma
that the only of those was voting
against Bryan in 1876! Now in a way
alone, a deliberate lie. I believe it
is Evanko's event. (He looks Bl. in
article.)

Mr. Walk. Address had an article the
other day stating that at the Pres.
N. Came admiral I was pronounced our
well placed and that my friends
speak No! I was of Congressional
judgment! (He looks intense.)
This morning, while in Hollywood, I was called in, and said the stock held a 5% rate was better than an immediate increase to 6%!
But we voted for 6%!

In morning, your decision to Pan American. delegat-

Errei. Dr. Ayala, Dr. Claas, Deans Claas, Dr. Claas.

Colombia:
By Urquiza, thru. Cal. to U.S.
Dr. Parry, thru. 4th to Envoy.
Dr. Saldana
Mr. Cortez.

Covad: Dr. Ayala, thru. to U.S.
Dr. Ayala.

Salvador:
Dr. Scarg, thru. Mr.
Dr. Scarg.

Mr. and Mrs. Chandler Sheldon.

Friday, Jun. 23

Courtly note to memb. of Pan Am. Co. He has just been rented for becoming degrading and off-branding me.

Sat., Jun. 24

Dr. Parry called me and said Sec. F. wanted better of me to go to householders. Pan Americans to act in lieu of trustees in this regard. Had only 1/2 hour but better cancelled a lunch engagement & we renewed to the special election case. After we started I found that she

May also have. I called him. I had been called to go an hour & held a meeting that

that morning he had been called for about that. She very much him to go as kind. Presumably the stockholders I will now hold him to act & act in lunch hour. As is noted I was surrounded by the commandos, commandos, but the Rear Admiral, Admiral etc. while I talked in the near

attended, in him, even, every, every and every. I kept a whole day by this muchless evening of write & catch the sec. So, in a humorous description of the journey.
In very attended Pan American. Last week, see J. learned on line. auto, he was very cordial, but me not much the thought of me, said the long thought better the
lady woman. She heard me see it, she had not a word about it difficult. He said the had no confidence in her
see. Maybe that he was without that the head telegrammed made delay very
for this woman. She said several being
probably news lead to be shortened by the

Williams said at dinner that event lead to
that when other was President recently
the people listened to him and he said not
say a word in reply. Let them. He was
waiting for the telegram.

W. said also the date that as a leading person
with me, and 1½ advanced in there. Later
was a mistake that other was lead over
of Wm. Townsend, & to million. Passed by
head time in mind for secretary.

I can not believe them with the so cordial
to me retaining another news, want to

Williams also said it been a great favor was
assumingly than few not looking less
sec in the Senate.

I think Monday was probably see the
end of this miserable delay. If I
got this decision I will be waiting
short of a miracle.

Monday Jan 26.

The whole miserable business is settled! This
afternoon Williams came in and said he
had learned in good authority that yesterday
morning the President had decided to appoint
Mr. Houston as Sec. of the Treasury and that
the man could be sent to the Senate
tomorrow. It was clarity of the
they and said he heard yesterday
abolition that an important decision
had been made regarding an about us.
Refused to Houston but that he surrendered
it I probably had to do with Louis
Houston as Sec. of the Interior.

Now Monday late came in and said he
thought Houston was the man, that
Blaine had just hald won this success.
that I went to be the next Sec. of the Treasury.

Both this morning have sent bonds on some
lumps with the word whispering for a day
that Franklin Houston had just told him that
the billon would be appointed Sec. of the
Treasury tomorrow.

Dear Mr. --- this evening to V. Pratt house.
After dinner he was called to the dinner
by Mr. Edwards who said he had just
learned that the woolen of Indiana was
to be made Sec. of Treasury. The V. Pratt said
he did not know but thought it was such
as we had been feeling him with all
his strength in the Adven. I heard them
say this.

Evidently the V. Pratt will be very indignant
at Houston's action.

Next might have been some exercise on
woolen's action as he lived in Indiana —
a doubtful state, but Houston acted
so surely a combination that it
will tell against us.

Only last Friday, Houston told me that the
V. Pratt was still a very ill man and

and he will be absent tomorrow. In short, this is
not to say what the man was.

It is unaccountable to me how that at
a gentleman, could influence on
communicating in, not in this matter;
that he did allow me to know of it
through the public press savors of such
lacks of honor and devotion and publicly
reprehended the man. I cannot now believe it.

Even now, something tells me that it is
not a mistake and that I have been
convinced that Houston is to be Sec. of the
government in some place.

Mr. Pratt also said that, whatever it was,
Huston was dragged out of a secret bed
with regard to it.

Here then, I can not see how any advantage
in the style could have two cabinet offices
be discovered between England unseated
in the Cabinet.

To such as this, it can only be explained in
the theory that the Pratt is unmutually
understandable. It shall be declared by
the President on acting President during
his disability, whereas in view of this
decision, communicated to me. Nevertheless the
...
that "something ought to be done." In the nature of things, probably he has changed his mind now.

Tuesday, June 27

The Wash. Post says Hamilton's name will be sent in tomorrow.

Last night I felt that the only intelligible way for me to do was to write a letter to the President, instantly recognizing as a member of the N. Board. An objection, however, I am inclined to think this would be very foolish. It would not make the slightest impression on the N. Board, nor do I know what he has no idea of the importance of the Bank or of the war. I will see an n' important only another officer to be called along political lines. Furthermore, it would be to make me believe to a very much discredited official useless.

Again, we have a pleasant day before us and my 5 years of hardship will be of value in writing and the recollections before me. There are many other reasons why I should write about these political turmoils and do my duty along the lines of my friend

Friday this week 90% over 2½ months, after I have seen Hamilton almost every day, he was never mentioned the matter of my address, but I am satisfied he has been seeing every effort to get the result himself.

I spoke to two last week indirectly about it saying that I shall not understand what the Elkin's and Elkin's administration policy that Llondon's was indecisive. He succeed in this notion of Llondon's name, and his manner indicated that Llondon's was unprincipled, but said absolutely nothing as to myself. He evidently at that very time suspected it as indeed

My mechanism has become this almost to him made a great success, but Hamilton held not 2 months ago that Mcdade was not a fit man for President & that the shield must support this candidacy.

I said to Hamilton that some time I myself
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This morning Anna said Franklin Houston told
her last night that he had declared long ago
that the South had been offered terms that
he had accepted it; also that it had
also been offered to another man who
had also accepted it!
He also said her husband was not in bed with
the Bible & Sunday afternoon was summoned
to the White House, & that the letter
would turn the offer.

He was at 5:30. So I left and went to the
Houston of the 4th. The boy could see us to
accept our congratulations. He said yes to
us what was. Houston was not hurt & was
readily sent away. He said thenews
nothing about the matter except Sunday PM
and that he held "Union" now. Anyway, I wanted
him to call. He was very & I told him that
of the party decided to make a "change""meanly & therefore a change in his favor
convinced. He said of course accepted.

He also said he was not sick & he was
a subject for congratulations on his week of 5.

As regards

At the Board meeting this morning Harding
said he was satisfied that Metaxas had
encouraged the Houston offer; that the Aden
bills for $200,000 should be "paid;"

I that Houston was not put on this; that
unless them each for the resignation it was
decided to send him to the Houston seat.

If I then looked at me and said, "Self,

seems to have been blown into the dread! I
said it was a democratic State of

people, it must not exist, an and the league
of Valero solidarity. I shall stand and send
includes this will be recognized in some

I don't know what he meant or
154

As I meant anything, I shouid here to see myself offered by the 1st of February as a consolation prize!

Sar. jan. 31

Huntin came over and to assist billiards. He said little or nothing as to the honey run.

Sund. Feb. 1

Huntin played billiards.

Sund. Feb. 2.

At 11.35 AM Board relieved and Huntin would be sworn at 12.15. We all went in. I went - not knowing事先 about 12.35. Then we went in. Mrs. Huntin and Helin were there, also the Helin.

Mrs. Huntin made a long address billed with Huntin at leaving & at the loyal subject all legal terms. He said he would have 2. H. to commision as it had not yet been relieved from the royal house; but that was unimportant as it was on the way.

Mrs. Huntin made a short address and treated by Mr. Wrong, we all dined.

155

.. to speak hands w. Ellen & Huntin. Almost every one of killed Horses at Ellen's leaving, but I contracted myself, as was already indicated, by simply saying Good morning!

Mrs. Huntin looked dagger all things at Ellen's and met all at allkjtrily.

I feel the resolve that her husband was kicked out of the honey to avoid being kicked out of AgraMair!

Wed. Feb. 3.

Williams said Charles R. Crane had just been in the office & said Huntin had been in New York in N.Y. the week before his aerial was announced. Williams said he was satisfied that Crane had succeeded in getting the aerial for Huntin; that Crane had learned control over the wind. Instead of the Adams & had been a large contribution to the party campaign fund. & that a regualr ten line did not exactly impress them.

I was exculpated to change that because of small break in the
Feb. 11, 1920, had.

In H. told me that Brownrip told him Hamilton
abstained was sick and said have been
made long ago; that H. was kind of the
Red F. old not being anxious to cultivate the
farmer with any glad hand today and
had been thinking of disposing; that he wanted
some financial connect, & that Inglish
had asked to get him a connection as V. Clerk
in the N.W. City Bank N.Y., but that story
made there was no value available.

He also said he discussed W. Metcalf in N.Y.
and told C. w. him about the candidature
for President; that he thought (see H.)
the new set of Williams will be a sound, wiser
and wiser man; that H. had heard
of the man, but was wading and
uncertain to invest. However; that he thought
Metcalf would get him the ability to hold
him two years.

In H. told Metcalf was a man who had
not been giving anything to me and who
was all right, he did not need to be talked
into line, I think. We H. was referring to
me them.

We also talked of dinner Yao's say being
sent him, ous if the most hand
believed he was financing the Adams presidential campaign.

He also knew that Houston's plans to run for President had not been officially announced, but he still believed Houston was considering running. He thought the idea of Houston running for President was unlikely, especially given the strong opposition of the Southern states.

**Wed. 13. Thursday**

I met Mr. Harding with Strauss & my self at the railway station. He had been in Washington; that H. had been with him; they sat on the train. Harding had talked with them; that he agreed that the new man must be a Republican; he had talked with the late Mr. Hay; that the new man must have a plan, none of which men could be anticipated.

It seems that he was sure he was certainly wanted.

Strauss said that Headnagel had made up his mind.

---

**Wed. 13. Friday**

As afternoon session of Court Strauss asked what was my reaction at the statement of the money under which was the word to be men and I asked him what the Court thought of it.
what the reaction was. He said it meant that Wilson would come in or else again in
full activity. I said it looked to me rather like a windup at heavy bad meetings. He
didn't at all seem that in earnest and
some old fanning with wills. He had just
been lecturing on finance in the office & he
must have lost the information. Of
him. How were the best I had heard of this
late. Harding came into my office & said
"manufacturing is in serious & political in a very
 crisis now & able to be relieved. If you will
find a cabinet Barton why don't you ask
your friend to present your name to the
President? I know of no better man than
you to be busy of state and your work is
quickly requisite for the duties. Some more
clerical in economical matters and some
wonderful ability at harmonizing
differences is what this country needs
at this time."

So I said, "I am not at all sure that
I would want to be willing to leave
the Missouri. we have a terrible task
before us to restore normal financial and
military conditions & we please the partly
attached state by negotiation and rate.

inflation. It was turned into my head
" What and I went to see the thing through.

I had, I said, if I were asked to accord
this trouble I should feel it a duty to
accept & I should not let it into a
single to be done in an unembarrassed." I then
said can I say something to you in
absolute, sacred confidence."

He said yes.

I then told him that I could not
wrest in this matter in view of what
had happened as to the sale of the money
and least turn briefly of Blair's later
with me. I did not criticize other
Blair or the Platt, but simply said in
view of this it shall not feel warranted
in having the present state along the
lines be suggested. He told me he proposed
had told him that he understood it
had been offered to me.

Frank Cummins this morning called me up
and said he had been talking with
Bertie & urged to induce him to stay on
as an advising dean. Secretary Cum is but
she had wished him to work, and be
bumped me to present my earnest
I explained to him that I could
I went to his office as my affiance was a widowed lady and I thought it would be best to make the wife of a justice of the peace. I talked an act as in博sold. I said if I went building a railroad across my farm could only be too happy to do all she could to help the party. He said why don't you yourself, but I needed no answer to that suggestion, for he asked about your title. I said she would be satisfied for that would not be raised on this work. He said no, but in good faith w.ulic to Albany? I said you had better not. He said he would make some inquiries. If he could get to the woman who was to help the Demo party, I would be on the party! I was very glad to hear him down the valley. His answer was, as he said, that he was not likely to go. But the party must have the help. I may enter his head that if I had been well as of course the help would have been cheerfully given, and that a great mistake had been made.

Feb. 14, 58.

The brokers had the control, but the hard work. The President had the matter justly in the bank that too many called cabinet meetings while he was at wall street authority; also in the ground that in our back as in Paris. Lanning had disapproved w. the brokers, however unwilling to carry them with loyalty.

Her great ground is a ridiculously fine one; but seems a good one.

I have been told that i. I believe the decision will be reversed long ago. His decision before the war. Abroad came as a. He said Jackson had been shielded the Treaty was if defeated on to standing showed a deliberate handful of resigning the President & was a sufficient ground for demanding his resignation.

The ground when w. the President
Chiefly which, however, was almost peculiar logically carried out, it meant that no public opinion could be done while the President was ill, in which case the White House child clearly was not President. He must try to excite public sympathy for Lansing.

Sunday Feb. 15

Alexa Shawin and wife luncheoned with us. He talked not much about the League of Nations. He said Wilson's treatment of Lansing was cruel in its brutality which he said that Lansing had been raising long ago as he (A) knew the men believed in the R. of N. but wanted strictly a

Definitive Court.

He said Wilson was a cold, bitter, hatred man utterly regardless of the feelings of others, that he never seemed to have any conception of gentlemanly or decent conduct towards his fellow men;

that he never said any words or had a nice word to say about any one associated with him.

He also said تمامly boolin the Press

with stand by the two uwah J. bushers

by the great team of Democrats and Liberal Republicans, that no humanity' value

logically stated it, the President had surrendered.

He alluded to the treaty being such a

departure of Lansing perhaps; said it was a

breach of belt but hung in a very fine debt

that the Press had evidently forgotten

that he asked this Colonel to meet

while he was in Paris and that thing

assumed this tentative held good

while he was so remaining ill. He

seemed shrewed at the manner of

calling for his neglect; I told it only if it's sympathy for him.

All the leading newspapers yesterday

lately condemned the Press most

severely; could not it showed he was

not normal mentally. All eaths in England attacked him & many demands.

I think were especially better.

It my mind such acts shown that the

press was not mentally, well and

later, because of my illness, saluted

and I think he had normal. I saw the

aboriginal situation joined in by Olsen a

as well as Robert Johnson being in a smile.
he wrote a note to Lincoln. I wondered very curiously myself how I was feeling very sorry that I was leaving him; that I intended to take this afternoon and express my 
feelings; that I wished he would let me know when I could call and have a good talk with him.

Monday March 14

Horace Eliot called & said he was going 
to bring my message to the attention of 
the President & Sec'y of State; that I was 
absolutely fitted for such a situation. I told 
him I should not like to be a figurehead, 
or anything less than that I was thinking 
in my present position that we had a 
figurehead job before us.

in afternoon I called on the President 
and saw Mr. Tuttle & Mr. Lincoln. She went 
to his, 1/4 later went out & came in with 
turn.

I told him how sorry I was of the 
decision. Very, absolutely his decision, 
were very bitter against Lincoln. See & 
said we must achieve a situation he 
tried to be strong. He said the difference 
of opinion did not trouble him at all.

He said he had consulted the President 
very often with regard for the 
succession; that he could have resigned in 
Paris but felt it might injure the 
Treaty; that he was only unwilling to 
accept such a position but felt that it 
could not be given to him while the 
President was ill.

He said that the President were in such condi 
tion that he was utterly unable to attend 
to Figurehead business; that he had otherwise 
sent two memoranda reduced to the 
simplest form with, any, not old understand 
that frequently no answer would be made, that 
somehow answer would be communicated 
that his actions so convinced that no one 
could interrupt him; that Lincoln was 
resolute and suitably resolute, all the 
he did not see this resolute in his 
personal contact as he had not been 
permitted to see him.

He said something about bringing slavery 
& I thought he referred to himself and 
said everyone has kind words for you. He said he referred to Lincoln. 
He said Cooper's nomination was not 
meant but to be made, that the would
decline to shirk hands with him. I was exceedingly careful not to commit my self to anything that might create feeling in the manner we had been to the President, and to the unsightliness on the subject, I thought unnecessary. We talked about various nonexistent obstacles internecine to the hands. But who was the only leader, absolutely who, substantiated the President. I have the highest sympathy in buying up, and I went on, for as much as I could, on knowing right, but when very careful not to engage the President, and embroil myself to internal sympathies.

I asked Mr. [illegible] that the President held his view of the President, that the President would have continued his plan to increase the number of the Cabinet, for raising the salaries in the Cabinet, for holding meetings, and stating what condition, knowing from the President's other meetings, were being held.

I asked the President who was advocating the President to the President, for the President, and that he was acting entirely on the one.

motivation.

all of which goes to show me that it is not enough to legislate some method of determining the President of this case, to the eligibility of the President to act when the state of affairs.

clearly there have been an understanding of some months, and the question should be made in the President's view. in condition to act on such?

TUESDAY, NOV. 8.

Geo. H. said today that the President had raised the idea of the President, would be made for the President, with whom the President, for the President, for the purpose of the President, to be in the Board, that the President would like to let it be known that if there were Democrats, and nominated, they would not be concerned by the President.

Broodke, with me, before the other day. He told me today that while he was in Chicago he had seen no evidence, as to the Mead for President, that he would make handsome, running or MR of
Mr. of Dallas very unscrupulous and friendly to motorcycles. He mentioned a number of men he had interviewed, among others, a man of the Wall Street.

He told me that motorcycles could acquire Wisconsin & Nor. Dakota to be on the special case!

Sax. Feb 21

This morning told me that motorcycles said he that motorcycles offered the idea of us to motorcycles to understand that Wisconsin was to be reimbursed to Wisconsin; that Wisconsin did not want to lose the State seat a finally, to keep word in Wisconsin, it was decided to send Wisconsin the money.

This money which came just in time.

Mr. H also left the hotel this morning on this morning's arrangements, that motorcycles had assigned to one Illinois, Wisconsin and Nov. Dakota; that the game was to become a delegation normally unconstructed and really motorcycles.

Mr. H also showed me a bunch of clippings sent from Texas which showed that he was many motorcycles which issued were situation motorcycles; that the finished in many others who were beyond the field of the Wall and very frequently brought in motorcycles.

He also said he was very anxious as to how Wall brought for a time 19 years later, he said to Mr. H. That motorcycles had explained that he will keep this frostlaid and maybe Illinois became just after Mr. H. had moved in some Town Band which meeting that motorcycles be made capable to be moved more being made to take many operations in favor of some land and joint shots. Command bands.

Mr. said he wanted his name sent in at same time as the succession to Illinois all by his been dead not until until next August. Mr. H. said he would have the changed his old his done.

So h. to told him of a Rehoboth. name was not certain as shown in success there shall be no channel for him but that might be no channel ever could that he told Mr. about Rehoboth or he said his would maintain motorcycles...
with the necessity of abandoning Platt and
that he were going to N. Y. It was coming
to see McAdoo.

In it said he was unexpectedly going on to
want to McAdoo the result of two
by he telephoned both under guess of
Northold's cheque.

Mc. also held it said in June he expected
to go abroad with a convention of
himself to be June 2 months

Ex 6. said it's telephoned with said a standard & that we wished
his making any use cheechee; that
he had a large number of shechers set
all over the West ostensibly to try to
bring shechers because into the system;
that at meeting he stood
support that in view of the ability
among shechers because we always change
change, the Board, the Board,
at least, shech not further to
campaign for new shech shere Members
but with quiet, leaving the war to the
Mr. Wilson to attain to.

I said it would correspondent in anyway.

But it also said, although he telephoned us

very agreeable and pleasant, & by yes
that we realized he was after much
cold blooded them he ever knew?

Here will I know them to be true.

Including Berdell was at Mrs. Hamilton and
me she went out. He it said there
said it was about January! Berdell
said it was & she could not really
abstain from it came about in this
way. Mrs. Hamilton said there is only
rule by elimination - he was met in this
rigor mind!

Compt. Williams came in and afterward hold
that Berdell would not be that in Northold
in Shears placed, as he was more familiar
with shech. They enough them becoming.

Found in writing w. & the Shears on
Sheehan's hotel.

Compt. Williams told me he heard in good
authority that the Sec. of Sullivan had been
offered to a Pennsylvania and had been
declined. The word their name 3 cabinet
obtained by him.
Sunday, Feb 22.

He warranty of Dr. Con. been this week large subjected with sea. Nothing said on breast was responsible for Hamilton december to Warren; that the story said to him yesterday in N.Y. that Grant had got worse out of the accident a less opinion to remain than any more be proper; that it was funny and not the Presid who gave out the funny correspondence and that he yearly thought the President must have thought that funny and actually write and not publish it. He said it was a terrible bundle and that nothing seemed to settle.

Also said he saw Col. Hayes in N.Y.; that the relations Col. hame & President was unusually uneven; that House answered by his question that he was out of hance w. the President; that the party had troubled in the alternating hostility aQuite in line & at the end he said that House's head is swelled that the President had to shock him; that while House did not unshakably say so, he had no doubt that he 36th that the Presid at same announced from the White House.

He said that just before Sen. Teller had this interview in agree with the President, lunamly urged him to come to the cabinet house and to say that he would blame & round lunamly and Sen. Sherman; that Sherman said the interview must be acceded, just that thing felt lunamly well decline as the deplorable tall; that they think belong of May on who I cannot and finally said he would agree to deliberate the President; that lunam they had a dress uniform of the whole matter, determining just how it shall be carried out in every detail; that they arranged to leave a story of the Senate resolution in a debate on right hand of President; that the President was to reach was with this right hand & hand in the house so as incidentally to show that his arm was not paralyzed; that the debate went if just as they arranged it of each that the President reach for his 34th at 8:30 am hour instead of 10 minutes as stipulated for.

He said of Sec. Baker was mounted for Sec. of State him must be follow.
Republican senator; that while he thought
Besse was sincere, he was not judicious,
believing every man meant it was this
realy elected; that of Sec. Wilson and
Mr. Roberts of the North that he believed
a contract involving millions of dollars
in a company with Wilson named covering,
as I remember, crops issues; that the lonely
old Besse is was well disposed; that Besse
would not believe him; that finally he
sent his head to President Wilson & the
sneak was deleated; that in another
matter he, Besse, was relying a bit
- not again made by Cleveland because
of his & would not be deleated but that
finally he just judge himself to come
in from Chicago with certain letters of
his were slowing them into
He also said Besse, at a time when evey one
knew that Besse would be very in a few
months, went ahead deliberately &
deliberate for cash issues, amounting
to millions of millions of dollars, and
that now the Adjutoent Bone was
doing their best to adjust the matter,
he said uncle & more confident in

But the judgment of the very latter
member of the Cabinet, but he feared, from the bid
things he knew, that every single
would be broke out.
He said Houston, like a man of basic
ability, had absolutely no political
sense, since this would not in a practical
manner, and would leave a failure
in the Treasury Dept. on his lead in the
Dept. of Agriculture, and it was hard to
understand why he, Besse was persuaded
to give him the task.
I should in a hurried way to the correct
answer at the limit I thought the dopping
would be better, and that at another
point it looked as if I was the man.
He said I had never occurred to him
that I would be willing to give us,
the 7 years time in the Treasury or remain
and year at all, of the Treasury.
John 25, 2d.

Shields said he went to John Street this A.m. and delivered the resignation which he asked to be accepted not later than 10 A.M. He was very much for the adoption of the address of Cambridge College of N.Y. as very of State.

Shields is to W.H. Shields & Brother.

Hoff said College was a charter lawyer and in every way unfitted to be very of State.

In the H.R. A Board meeting Mr. H. said he was subordianed by one in authority that the President had signed the bill in two weeks to make the address absolute, and enacting any cut, that he had to address Alexander as the 20th. I know of him as the of 20. R. Crane as the of 14. R. Crane as the to Presidency; he also said that some time had come, the 20th. R. Crane to be presidents on a great occasion, that the President would not be able to sign any legislation in the 20th. and could simply declare a democracy that the address could come a tremendous pressure, and be. He was writing at the Meltzer Hotel.

Chairman A. W. said was a large campaign contributor to the H.R., campaign fund, and Methos was said as having him on the black as the in substituting him for the President, which.
Mr. Jnr. Ambssadr called at 5.30. He had hurried into business for N. Y. demand, as we had noticed. We said the Bank of Canada  
asked me to show them our 8 & 12 line papers. He thought we should be anything in them as there would be enormous. They referred to the Bank and asked  
for the Bank paper. We then showed him our 12 & 8. He then said that such a Bank  
we should be paid to the 7th & 8th, he said  
would be only 5000 money from the 7th to the 8th. We another. He questioned who. This would not  
be added, to 8 & 12 line. So he 15 & 17 line  
always to be issued regardless of these letters.  
I explained to him the 25 & 35 million in  
value in the $20 etc. at N. Y. etc. etc. to be  
discounted in N. Y. at 30. Noting the  
interest situation we decided that it was  
absolutely to be made. Cash would be  
easily worse to have only 25 lines under  
not next week so that the reserve  
not be too suddenly increased.

Feb 27, Monday  
Sec. & Treasurer New York N. Y.

Feb 28, Saturday  
So it was decided as to conditions in N. Y. with  
notice to the Board and other well known.  
Some wanted changes in gold,  
other drastic ends. Legislature the best.
Mr. H. had a report made of all net outgoings, made in N.Y. and sent brought by M[.] C[.] (about 40%). This letter showed that they were not by bank than without Berlin. Berlin, in 1863, New York city, the Berlin, one of the largest in the Berlin, were something all ancient Berlin; also showed some 20 million of Berlin assets, who were These gained bills but Berlin and that had victoriously augmented Berlin.

Berlin send a prominent Berlin and latest time that he believed the Berlin was a failure.

Mr. Morgan said we were overdoing the Berlin, Berlin, while Berlin both the Berlin, with 1907 and 1914. some much, more Berlin assets; Berlin, clearing house; clearing house, on the Berlin of 1907 and 1914.
Wednesday described existing conditions but no little better and was very willing to have conditions in the best business.

Morgan said, looking back, our error was in our own greedy and went unaided; that it would have been better to relieve business but continued to require legislation of gold; that we did not do this now for all gold things it was the best thing to maintaining a business.

Best thing was that an increase in gold will mean tranquility might be a lowering of gold standard for a banker base.

In discussing various directors, he added over three hours of the expected the authority granted by the New York government to suspend duties until agreement by N.Y. Banks and Yes it worked Yes!

I was amazed at this for it may be said that this must run to the Board until now.

Mr. P. directed land convey to abroad in how we to buying securities and that are used.

Wednesday, business is written

In if also said the Slough was certainly to start in a house of the council. There was a general feeling in both about the expected to resign before closing.

In N. said are the Wanen, looking at well as Morgan wanted Monroe with it.

Wed 29 Sunday

Russian ambassador played billiards with no.

Assistant did not learn who; the time not been at church for 2 weeks & got back at well hotel and he could not come. For over 2 1/2 years we have lived a family engaged but now the desire to have breakfast off w. at any notice to me!

Mar 2 Sunday

Washington said Mr. Fisher cannot run to in town yesterday. While he did not say so in so many words he said what substantially left no doubt in my mind that Mendenhall had hotel here.

The Wright men are not better. People be many moved more about Mendenhall.
Since Houston became very he has not consulted me in any manner and in view of the public trust of his becoming away from the board, I am inclined to think that, knowing that the two again met, he would not.

Mr. S. Wood.

Br, Brice, of Chicago, wrote asking if it will comply w. the N.Y. of the stock. Mr. Wood, the bring stock to the with us to a corporation of which, otherwise, he was a shareholder. The 1st voted to see that regardless of the internal injury this might not be done & that it could be better to refund the stock.

Abt 10 copies were told me that before the probable stock. Mr. Wood wrote that he had stock in N.Y. from whom which the stock was transferred to him until and that "Mr. H. got an option from Houston that such stock was stock of a Bank." in meaning of Act.

"Mr. H. also said that the Parsd will be informed of this."

McAdoo yesterday called on Mehlhaken: Williams & Co., but did not come.
Jan 6. Surt

Ada Houston to Homer. He was very better at
the hotel but neither in passing leaves letters or
news of bank or any one of event. Said he
was comforted in great loss of country.

Paul playing for hildren.

I asked him of McAdoo did not state being
a great man in America? he said I should
think so at all.

He seats of McAdoo w. unknown called
him a 16:7; slattern. I laughed with him,
and said he seemed to be fighting hard. I
bought him a beer.

Mar 9. Sunday

Here in w. Hama. It was very much a hand
to President attack on March 7. Staley in to
letter to & McAlhence in this case & wrote
thoughts to meet in views & thought the
whole letter bad troubles. I thought I
thought it was good to have that
and was not sure but that the

Mar 7. Monday

Meeting w. to N.Y. suggests same rate to
5 1/2%. Holland, issues
Hama very bullish against money. Said
nmly due to back money to raise credit
rate to 5%. No good action.

Mar 8. Tuesday

Mar 9. Wednesday

Meetings w. Houston. It was very much to
hand to President attack on March 7. Staley in to
letter to & McAlhence in this case & wrote
thoughts to meet in views & thought the
whole letter bad troubles. I thought I
thought it was good to have that
and was not sure but that the
To ascertain from me in person on Dec. 1, 1887, on
final visit Seq. 4, then there was considerable
of M&I in place of Monticello.
If McDowell discovers than there will be a
real war.
I feared the President will not be willing to
accept McDowell's resignation after 70 years of
up to that in 1883.

Mr. 12. Sat

Drew Houston to New York. He was very better at
McDowell's interview Sawyer, Doane, Skelton & Co.
...of lands & free known at the said in
more eminent than a great waste of country,
...in New York hotel.
...asked me if McDowell did not state that
a great wish to return? He said I should
know better is all.
He stated McDowell was considered, called
him a 16-18 slain man. I disagreed with him,
...said he intended to be largely used & being
sold but the black. He stated Issac considered
for him. Harding has constantly been shown to
him.
Lunch at Mr. Harding's house—lunch to
show.
Mr. 13. Generally of McDowell's

...considered as to moving 2 billion dollars & cutting
...Grew since—said labor & stillness—
...very angry as I am.

Mr. 14. Monday

Last night's meeting—shook our Irish Reaching
party wealth in France etc. constantly a
Bolshevist. Some N.Y. talk on business,
later in to New York Tuesday, I journeyed
said I was again all business. In my
morning left. Both were extremely &
suggested McDowell & Houston as a Friend.
Hard to! He has no sense of humor.

Mr. 15. Monday

Meeting on to N.Y. suggests—some more
4% certificates. Rate to 5 1/4%. Houston became
very bitter against McClellan. Said
nearly due to France, Man. to raise certificates
rate to 5%. No sound action.

Mr. 16. Monday

Drew in with Houston. He was very much against
the President, attack in France & Italy in his
letter to Sir William in the West & Western:
Thought it must revenue & thought the
whole letter had nothing. I told him I
thought it was good relations but that
I was not sure but that the West
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with the multiplying revolution might not be a little better than nothing; that if the letter might amount to something better volumes of treaties were needed.

At meeting today of Bd, Houston reminded. Federal N. Y. rate of 5 1/4% in man. lent; discussed for nearly 2 hours.

I said, originally I favored this but a study of N. Y. before converted and it was not used at call borrowing Jan 23 with bear S. the holdings of M & J of N. Y. during with N. Y. city banks had increased only 4% in man. lent and 9 1/2% in lib by N. Y. Notes (12.75 to 15 1/2 mul. interest of 6% loan); that the 5 1/2 rate was evidently based on thinking there might be interest in 6% loan; that the increase of 6% loan was to be 5% and that in my own N. Y. I had not wanted the increase of 6% loan to be 6 1/2%; that the increase in loan rates in system was self-administered a increase in lower yield by bank bonds, and that the 6% was the rate to increase of any further increase in rates was desirable.

Finally 2% 1/2 raised to increase certf. rate to 5 1/2 (1/4 with the M. & J action). Shumard raised to 6 1/2 in letter. So voted: 14 to 2. Rev A. Miller being deemed.

in negator.

Houston seemed much pleased. If it had not been for me I would have exercised much influence with me.

Houston told me the Chancellor of the Gth had officially written him favoring release of our 10 million from bonds to release them also; also favored a large international loan. He said he had written the Chancellor a long letter shining down both the chancellor.

Corduroy Feb 7, 189.

Before Houston came most of the Board held that we did not want N. Y. lending was especially encouraged. When Houston finished pleading against granting increase, Haldane similarly said "they are my views also". I demanded of Mr. Haldane with the considerable amount still going in, but we decided to have no action.

Mar. 10. Indt.

Rev A. J. Miller was better about yesterday's vote. H. J. said he had been called to have deal, as he mentioned, that he was going to resign it. So that in the future he would insist in being
recorded in my note in brief. Mellen said that a responsible one should rank very high and have to record himself; that if a 5 1/2% rate was made he would agree that Mellen would vote all the other voted placed w. N.Y.; he stated that if 4 1/4% rate on libel was made, he added that if the 5 1/2% rate had been adopted, he would have voted 50 w. N.Y., but now he would do like liberty banks instead.

I suggested w. Mellen and Mellen agreed w. Mellen.

I presented a letter from Mr. Havemeyer saying a correspondence and that Selma substituted a Mellen, and adding that 10 million was libel 4 3/4%, in 10 million because of Havemeyer. Mr. Havemeyer, rates were not included. I suggested that I will vote this on w. Havemeyer but let identity write me saying that first, I had intended and that probably Mr. Havemeyer would tell a story of a Board to show t. Mr. Havemeyer.

I thought all this was very much as I intended and that probably the Havemeyer would tell a story of a Board to say that Havemeyer, having known that there was a factor going on in Havemeyer being on the Havemeyer as an important factor in the way money is handled.

I thought this was a story of a Board to show that Havemeyer was in a position, but also to show that Havemeyer was a factor in the Mellen in the way money is handled, as an important factor in the way money is handled.

The telegram of a Board said: "Report of yesterday's meeting said not to be taken as indicating..."
Mr. 11. Thursday

M. R. Territt. Finally voted to turn down N. Y. suftered 5% for m. elect., and Butt on 5% for R. elect. AVL for 5% elect. 5 1/2 loacns.

Shawn had number of N. Y. Buttin, said W. H. intimated 5 1/2% above rate will be accepted by BUT. BUT H. denied that Shawn also said 5 1/2% suffered in Cleveland and carry 5%.

Meller named names in voting bags.

Mr. 12. Friday

Buttin w. Hamton. He said he voted for Meller but that he had no judgment.

He asked me to suggest some names for S. T. New York. Some days ago he said: "A Roman Catholic shall not be elected from United States and shall such a man be elected from New York in view of the oath taken by the Roman Catholic. The Church has ordered by Cardinal Gibbons to Abolish? I said I told me no names for electing a Roman Catholic. BUT, asked what. Later he told me he wanted to abolish in his will an act of solicitation of R. elect. BUT also said Hamton's meaning was terror...
In reference to the report of the man I suggested Martin Elgin, of Elm o. N. Y. and
know if not that he had been one of the best captnessmen the State of N. Y. ever had, that
he had ability and energy, & that he
assisted with greatly liberal the testimonies
but that Elgin could be detributed in not
to yield to them. I heard we were a Roman
catholic but I saw no reason why those
child deites them from the probability present
of union. It did not seem very untenable
among them. If he is warm an element of
"now nothing in the world."
be made, but he said he knew Elms felt strongly connected to not having been made committed on money or umbrellas of the Bank on this matter, and that kindly Elms felt kindly about my connection with it and somehow he believed he would tell me so. He was somewhatolute about feeling continued intercourse with abstinence.

Mar 17. Wed.

Mr. all day going over reality of Harding to serve revolution as to nucleus of legal value of millimet in N.Y. to cycle. case loans.

A memorandum had been published at Hardings request by Jay, Calk, Krumb, Alexander, McFarland, in N.Y. Century, who furnished loans of Hardings letter.

For $10, need union, an bene.

I criticized it as a white washing of the N.Y. stock, but not a single exclusion of millimet or nucleus of value from case loans was made. The whole grant of case loans was that in demand or stability, w. not a word as to who. "Secretly" was with murrnment, which was any mention made of the bank that might be taken, limited by tute.

can be same value, sent money to N.Y. to borrow at 5 percent or 5 percent. commercial banks at least, nor was any money suggested by clear claim settlement.

I understood an amendment calling attention to action of currency because it suggesting that it consist of law and constitution of State banks with a frequent circulate. make trouble all kinds. loans in N.Y. call loan must, this turbulency will go far to correct the situation.

I wish objected.

I trusted and that the way loans are were wheat in an emittance w. the revolution were loans on N.Y. stock, largely breake loans to cover loans, sold a control in margin, i.e. hardly circulating emittance, whereas the troubled wheat does not be cleared and I could be understood to refer to ordinary banks case loans, which was not the fact.

Mar 17. Wed. I will be generally and in kind of form of the margin to corn. loans by understandance, bond, leaves, letter from me money, lend and not agree to the turbulency suggests. I will proceed with sending a remittance.
Mar. 17, Tuesday

Completed your inquiry letter to Mr. H. regarding the same thing in the N. Y. Stock Exchange letter. (See Dec. 18)

Acting for my bank, attended a meeting of directors of the Bank and heard from the securities in New York. All the securities held by the bank are somewhat higher, and the securities in the New York Stock Exchange are somewhat lower. The securities held by the bank are all held in New York, and the securities held by the bank in New York are all held in New York.

Mar. 17. Thursday

Bank 4, your letter was accepted by the bank.

Mar. 17. Thursday
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I demanded as to him, but said of the way to show it to Mrs. of the desirous it I could call a special meeting of Board. That is Ph. A.

Houston and his brother are two Bayder played billiards.

Houston did. He showed two the frame. But he did not deliver it at I agreed w. Emm.

Acting East books, in reply to my question. Indeed while he held the bond of. Note rate filed substantially be needed to 1/2 his time last must yet come; that the NY market was not yet a necessary must; but if it became so, it will be an amateur limit to deal w. situation must weekly. But good order to adjustment next ten days.

Houston set his brother in law Bayder in a good man, but Houston may be interested for clearing his brother in law.